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ABSTRACT
Human activity has resulted in global environmental shifts that are altering Arctic
marine systems through rising air and ocean temperatures, and a dramatic
reduction of sea ice. These changes influence food web dynamics through changes
in primary producer abundance and distribution, such as ice algae and
phytoplankton, as well as wildlife at higher trophic levels. Mercury is an
endocrine-disrupting metal elevated in the environment due to human industrial
activity. Mercury accumulation is influenced by prey choice, and therefore is
affected by altered food web dynamics. Elevated mercury has been shown to
impact incubation behaviour and decrease reproductive success in birds. Worse
yet, this effect may be amplified by concurrent exposure to elevated air
temperatures, however, these relationships have not been empirically researched to
date. We first examined the impact of foraging behaviour on mercury exposure by
examining the multidimensional isotopic niche of ten common eider (Somateria
mollissima, Mitiq) colonies. Results suggest a wide degree of variation in their
foraging strategies determined via stable isotope analysis, potentially impacted by
changes in primary production, sea ice presence and migratory status. We then
examined whether variation in the multiple stressors, mercury and environmental
conditions, affected incubation phenology and behaviour. We found that exposure
to higher temperatures during incubation, both individually and simultaneously
with elevated mercury, predicted an increase in movement during incubation.
Shorter incubation durations also occurred in birds exposed to high air
temperatures, resulting in a decreased likelihood of nest success. For the first time,
our results suggest that eider colonies across the Arctic have a wide degree of
variation in their foraging strategies which influence mercury levels. Individuals
with elevated mercury, when combined with elevated air temperatures, were
shown to have potential implications on incubation behaviour. Thus, exploring
multiple stressor effects on seabird physiology and behaviour is important to
contribute to our knowledge of anthropogenic effects on ecosystems, and potential
means of effective conservation of impacted seabird populations.
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CHAPTER 1
General Introduction
Impacts of human activity on Arctic ecosystems
Increased urban and industrial activity has resulted in rising greenhouse gas emissions
that trap heat within Earth’s atmosphere (Lashof and Ahuja 1990, Burnham et al. 2012)
and bring about positive feedback loops that strengthen further warming (Friedlingstein
et al. 2001, Van Nes et al. 2015). In particular, these positive feedback loops are
especially impactful in Arctic regions which show acceleration of the effects of climate
change at twice the global average due to a process known as Arctic amplification
(Bintanja and Oerlemans 1995, Holland and Bitz 2003, Serreze and Barry 2011, Bintanja
and van der Linden 2013, Cohen et al. 2014). Amplified effects of climate change in
Arctic marine regions have resulted in a cascade of widespread environmental changes
(Parmesan and Yohe 2003, Wang et al. 2018, Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2019). These
changes include changes in ocean circulation (Hayward 1997), increasingly unpredictable
weather (Weatherhead et al. 2010), continually rising air and ocean temperatures (Scavia
et al. 2002, Pörtner and Peck 2010), and a substantial loss of sea ice (Johannessen et al.
2004, Hoegh-Guldberg and Bruno 2010, IPCC 2019). Cumulative alterations in marine
environmental conditions have resulted in ecosystem-wide impacts on Arctic wildlife,
ranging from single-celled organisms such as phytoplankton (Frederiksen et al. 2006,
Lewis et al. 2020) to large mammals such as whales (Hauser et al. 2016, Choy et al.
2020). Changes affecting a wide range of Arctic wildlife as a result of climate change
include habitat loss (Rode et al. 2014, Wauchope et al. 2017), alterations in phenology
and behaviour (Stirling and Parkinson 2006, Bailleul et al. 2012, Høye et al. 2014,
Liebezeit et al. 2014, Kwon et al. 2018, Descamps et al. 2019), changes in physiological
traits (Krause et al. 2016, Ferguson et al. 2017) and shifts in relationships within food
webs (Watt et al. 2016, Lewis et al. 2020).
Impacts of climate shifts on Arctic food web dynamics
Changes in abiotic environmental conditions can alter the distribution and abundance of
organisms and how they interact with one another, especially via food web interactions
that encompass wildlife at all trophic levels (Quinlan et al. 2005, Post et al. 2009, Kortsch
1

et al. 2015). Shifts in predator-prey dynamics can lead to food web instability (Leu et al.
2011, McMeans et al. 2013, Kohlbach et al. 2016) that may have resulting negative
influences that affect the ability for higher-level predators to find historically reliable
prey sources (Yurkowski et al. 2016, 2018, Langbehn and Varpe 2017). Prey shifts can
result in pronounced foraging behaviour changes that may have resulting implications on
phenology (Mallory et al. 2010, Post 2017) and physiology (Barrett et al. 2015, Alava et
al. 2017), with downstream impacts on overall reproductive success (Post and
Forchhammer 2008, Kowalczyk et al. 2015).
Trophic level modifications cascade from both top-down (Danell et al. 1994,
Golden and Deegan 2008, Legagneux et al. 2012) and bottom-up directions (Morrissette
et al. 2010, McMeans et al. 2013, Stoessel et al. 2018), influencing trophic level
interactions both directly and indirectly (Daskalov 2002, Jefferies et al. 2004). Top-down
pressures on food webs encompass alterations in predator regimes such as variation in
abundance and/or spatio-temporal shifts that affect their prey at lower trophic levels
(Lynam et al. 2017, McCary et al. 2020). Conversely, bottom-down controls in food webs
include lower trophic level shifts, such as primary producers or low trophic level prey,
that cause cascading change for their predators at higher trophic levels (Lynam et al.
2017, McCary et al. 2020). In particular, Arctic marine systems are experiencing large
scale bottom-up trophic cascades via a substantial reduction in sea ice, changes in ocean
currents and warming air and ocean temperatures (Leu et al. 2011, Post et al. 2013, Post
2017, Oziel et al. 2020). Arctic primary producers (e.g., ice algae and phytoplankton)
have been highly affected by shifting abiotic conditions as a result of climate change (Ji
et al. 2013, Horvat et al. 2017, Neukermans et al. 2018, Tedesco et al. 2019), with
alterations in their phenology and spatio-temporal abundance becoming more apparent
(Tedesco et al. 2019, Lewis et al. 2020). For example, a loss of sea ice in the Arctic
reduces the amount of time and intensity of ice algae blooms, in turn resulting in a
temporally advanced and more abundant phytoplankton bloom (Horvat et al. 2017, Lewis
et al. 2020). Organisms that rely on these primary producers as a direct food source must
then adapt to these changes, which can in turn lead to indirect effects of shifts in primary
producers on predators at higher trophic levels (Frederiksen et al. 2006, Sinclair et al.
2016). Species occupying higher trophic levels are inherently at-risk of elevated
2

environmental contaminant exposure such as mercury, with heightened contaminant risk
possible in those with prey shifts as a result of climate change (Hebert et al. 2009, Braune
et al. 2014).
Mercury contamination and the effects on endocrine function
Mercury is a naturally occurring metal that is released and transported in ecosystems at
elevated levels due to increased human activity, compared to what naturally occurs (Dietz
et al. 2009, Liu et al. 2012). Arctic regions, with fewer human-related sources of
mercury, have elevated levels in certain regions due to transport via ocean and wind
patterns (Dietz et al. 2009, Liu et al. 2012). Additionally, climate change may further
influence the way the contaminants are transported and dispersed around the globe
(Macdonald et al. 2005, Noyes et al. 2009, Kallenborn et al. 2012). In abiotic components
such as air and water, mercury is often found in its elemental or inorganic form.
However, in biotic systems, mercury is converted into methylmercury (MeHg), a highly
toxic form that bioaccumulates in the body as individuals age and has drastic implications
at inflated levels (Morel et al. 1998). Organisms at basal trophic levels typically have
lower levels of MeHg in their systems, however, as trophic levels increase MeHg
amplifies in wildlife due to a process referred to as food web biomagnification
(Ackerman et al. 2016). Thus, species, populations, and individuals that occupy higher
trophic levels are often more at-risk of implications due to mercury contamination, even
at sub-lethal levels that do not lead to death as a direct result of toxic mercury exposure
(Dietz et al. 2013, Whitney and Cristol 2017). Increased exposure to contaminants such
as mercury, an endocrine disrupting metal, can have detrimental negative effects on
organisms at both lethal and, more commonly, sub-lethal levels (Provencher et al. 2014,
Ackerman et al. 2016, Whitney and Cristol 2017). Sub-lethal effects of mercury include
neurological deficits (Scheuhammer et al. 2008, Scoville et al. 2013), endocrine function
alterations (Tartu et al. 2014, Franceschini et al. 2017), reduced growth (Henny et al.
2002, Longcore et al. 2007), changes in behaviour (Heinz 1975, Adams and Frederick
2008) and lower reproductive success (Jackson et al. 2011, Braune et al. 2012).
Mercury, as an endocrine disruptor, can interfere with the regular functioning,
secretion and regulation of hormones in organisms (Zhu et al. 2000, Whitney and Cristol
2017, Matthiessen et al. 2018). Mercury has been shown to have adverse effects on all
3

aspects of the hypothalamus-pituitary-target gland (thyroid & adrenal gland, testis and
ovaries; Zhu et al. 2000) with resulting implications on endocrine outputs such as
reproductive hormones (Iavicoli et al. 2009, Tan et al. 2009, Georgescu et al. 2011). In
early stages of reproduction when animals are making the ‘decision’ to breed, luteinizing
hormone (LH) is an important factor in triggering ovulation in vertebrates such as
mammals and birds, hence the beginning of reproduction (Kumar and Farouk Sait 2011,
Ubuka et al. 2013). Mercury has been shown to reduce the amount of LH in avian blood,
thus reduce the likelihood of breeding for individuals with elevated mercury levels (Tartu
et al. 2013, 2014). Later in the reproductive cycle, the hormone prolactin (PRL) plays a
key role in avian parental attachment (Goldsmith 1983, Smiley 2019, Lynch et al. 2020).
There are many unknowns regarding the many roles of PRL in the body (Smiley 2019),
however, elevated mercury has been correlated with a reduction in PRL in birds, which
can lead to negative impacts on parental care of eggs and chicks (Tartu et al. 2015, 2016,
Hartman et al. 2019). As such, the cumulative effects of mercury in birds with high, yet
sublethal levels, both prior to and during incubation, result in higher risk of a reduction in
key reproductive hormones such as LH and PRL, potentially leading to reduced
reproductive success. While the potential effects of mercury on hormone secretion are
evident, in reality there are many other environmental stressors an individual is exposed
to simultaneously that can have an additive, or amplified effect on traits that impair
reproductive performance and success (Todgham and Stillman 2013).
Influence of multiple, cumulative stressors on wildlife
Individuals are almost always exposed to multiple environmental stressors at once,
increasingly so with anthropogenic impacts becoming more evident and drastic
(Breitburg et al. 1998, Ormerod et al. 2010, Bårdsen et al. 2018). Concurrent stressor
exposure is termed a multiple stressor system and is a realistic view into the synergistic,
additive, and/or antagonistic impacts of environmental conditions on wildlife (Folt et al.
1999, Crain et al. 2008). Additionally, multiple stressors often occur not only
instantaneously, but at an extended temporal scale, known as cumulative effects (Crain et
al. 2008, Teichert et al. 2016). As such, cumulative multiple stressors influence all
aspects of wildlife life history (Jackson et al. 2016, Andersen et al. 2017, Stockbridge et
al. 2020). Specifically, exposure to environmental shifts as a result of climate change, in
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addition to elevated contaminants, pose a detrimental risk to the reproductive behaviour,
phenology, and overall persistence of Arctic wildlife (Bårdsen et al. 2018). Additionally,
environmental conditions altered by climate change may influence the mechanisms
involved in contaminant absorption, endocrine system functioning, and excretion (Noyes
et al. 2009, Hooper et al. 2013). This relationship may potentially result in increased
sensitivity to the effects of contaminants with higher climate change effects (climate
induced toxicant sensitives; Hooper et al. 2013). Conversely, higher contaminant burdens
may increase the sensitivity of organisms to the effects of climate change (e.g., toxicantinduced climate susceptibility; Hooper et al. 2013). Effects and interactions between
climate change variables, such as sea ice loss, and contaminant exposure, have already
been connected in Arctic wildlife such as polar bears (Ursus maritimus; McKinney et al.
2009, 2013), arctic fox (Vulpes lagopus; Andersen et al. 2015), beluga whales
(Delphinapterus leucas; Losetto et al. 2015), ringed seals (Pusa hispida; Riget et al.
2012, 2013), and in various seabird species (Braune et al. 2014, Øverjordet et al. 2015).
The combined effects of climate change and contaminants has been shown to influence
downstream survival, behaviour and reproduction in various systems such as isopods
(Donker et al. 1998), snails (Kimberly and Salice 2013), and amphipods (Hasenbein et al.
2018). However, the downstream effects of these multiple stressors have been seldom
studied in systems such as the Arctic and require more research to determine the
implications on reproductive phenology, behaviour and success, key to continuance of a
population or species (McKinney et al. 2015). Moreover, the relationship between
climate change and contaminants can be reflected in Arctic marine food webs, and as
such can have an ecosystem-wide effect (Hallanger et al. 2011, McKinney et al. 2012).
Researching the effects of concurrent environmental changes and increased contaminants
in Arctic ecosystems presents an important and timely research avenue that can utilize
organisms that are an opportunistic and effective option for representative of overall
system changes, such as seabirds (Grémillet and Boulinier 2009, Le Bohec et al. 2013).
Seabirds as sentinels for ecosystem change
Seabirds are often regarded as sentinels of ecosystem change that can offer insight into
the status of, and changes within an ecosystem, particularly regarding multiple stressor
effects (Piatt et al. 2007, Smits and Fernie 2013). Seabirds are long-lived marine animals
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that travel long oceanic distances while foraging and migrating (Huettmann and Diamond
2000, González-Solís et al. 2007), making them increasingly susceptible to changes in
trophic level dynamics (Grémillet and Boulinier 2009, Le Bohec et al. 2013). Seabirds
are often colonial nesters and are relatively easy to capture, sample, and research
reproductive behaviours (Hyrenbach and Veit 2003, Piatt et al. 2007). Importantly,
seabirds are susceptible to increased mercury exposure as mercury is often at elevated
levels in marine systems at various spatio-temporal scales (Post 2002, Provencher et al.
2014, Ackerman et al. 2016, Renedo et al. 2020). Mercury levels in seabirds can reflect
variation in foraging behaviour (Anderson et al. 2009, Fort et al. 2014, Øverjordet et al.
2015) and foraging location (Albert et al. 2020), as well as influence their reproductive
hormones (Tartu et al. 2013, 2016), reproductive behaviour (Tartu et al. 2015), and
embryonic development (Nord and Nilsson 2011, Durant et al. 2010). Furthermore,
mercury uptake in seabirds is strongly influenced by climate and weather variation
(Foster et al. 2019). Seabirds are particularly sensitive to the environmental changes
resulting from climate change that can impact their reproductive success (Kitaysky and
Golubova 2000, Becker et al. 2007, Bond et al. 2011). Moreover, they can be particularly
affected in part due to their food web dynamics as a top predator influenced by bottom-up
trophic changes (Stempniewicz et al. 2007, Grémillet and Boulinier 2009). Altogether,
concurrent exposure to climate change effects and increased contaminants is expected to
be a ‘worst-case combination’ for seabirds and potentially lead to the increased likelihood
of extinction based on population modelling (Jenssen 2006).
Many species of seabirds are now considered at risk with potential critical
influences including climate change and contaminant burdens which are showing rapid
amplification in many Arctic regions (Croxall et al. 2012, Paleczny et al. 2015, Dias et al.
2019), making investigations into concurrent climate change and contaminant exposure
an avenue for important and pertinent research (Foster et al. 2019). In particular,
seaducks provide a useful and relevant study system that fits the seabird criteria listed
above making them a relevant model for investigating the impacts of multiple
environmental changes on Arctic organisms (Mallory et al. 2010).
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Study species
Common eider (Somateria mollissima, Mitiq (ᒥᑎᖅ ᐊᒪᐅᓕᒡᔪᐊᖅ), hereafter eider) are a
long lived, colonial-nesting seaduck with breeding colonies distributed across the
Northern Hemisphere and Arctic circle (Goudie et al. 2000). Eiders are diving ducks that
spend most of their lives in shallow areas of the ocean where they normally only come
onto land to breed (Goudie et al. 2000). Eiders dive up to 30 metres to forage on
macroinvertebrates (i.e., crustaceans and bivalves), as well as amphipods (Goudie and
Ankney 1986, Guillemette et al. 1993, Heath et al. 2006, Heath and Gilchrist 2010).
However, there is dispute regarding how colonies and individuals differ regarding prey
selection and how this varies as climate change continues to affect spatio-temporal prey
availability (Mouritsen et al. 2005, Fort et al. 2016, Savoy et al. 2017). Eiders have both
migratory and resident colonies at various regions across the Arctic (Furness et al. 2010),
therefore are expected to have differences in foraging dynamics and reproductive
strategies dependent on migratory status. As a result, the uptake of mercury into eiders
from different regions may vary not only due to regional differences in mercury
contamination, but also due to differences in prey availability and selection at each
region. However, multiple colony isotopic niches and the relation to mercury
contamination has not been researched in eiders to date and would provide insight into
how foraging decisions impact mercury uptake in varying regions across the Arctic
experiencing different types and rates of environmental change (Albert et al. 2020,
Renedo et al. 2020).
In Arctic-breeding eider populations, intensified foraging in females occurs at
spring staging sites and during pre-breeding periods to obtain a critical threshold body
condition allowing for investment in reproduction (Sénéchal et al. 2011, Hennin et al.
2015). Once this condition threshold is met, females can initiate breeding and begin by
depositing lipid stores required to complete their 24-26 day female-only incubation fast
(Parker and Holm 1990, Hanssen et al. 2002; Bottitta et al. 2003, Sénéchal et al. 2011,
Hennin et al. 2016). Near the end of this lipid accumulation, female eiders begin to invest
in reproductive machinery and enter a period of rapid follicle growth (RFG) during which
follicles increase in size rapidly to prepare for laying (Gorman et al. 2008, Hennin et al.
2015, 2016). The earlier that hens reach their threshold body condition, the earlier they
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can lay, which results in larger clutch sizes (Descamps et al. 2011, Hennin et al. 2018),
higher clutch success (Love et al. 2010) and higher recruitment of ducklings back into the
breeding population (Descamps et al. 2010). As mentioned previously, eider incubation
consists of the female solely completing a fasting incubation (Parker and Holm 1990),
thus the successful pre-breeding accumulation of body stores through optimal foraging
decisions and energetic management is critical for successful reproduction.
The use of stored resources within the body to fuel the incubation fast is also a
source of potential mobilization and release of lipophilic contaminants such as
organochlorines (Bustnes et al. 2010), as well as those stored in tissues and organs, such
as mercury, into the bloodstream (Wayland et al. 2005). Release of contaminants during
incubation could lead to alterations in key hormones such as PRL (Tartu et al. 2016) that
could result in decreased nest attentiveness, delayed hatching due to lowered nest
temperatures, and therefore overall nest success through increased abandonment
likelihood or predation risk. Additionally, as an Arctic seabird, eiders are not equipped to
encounter high temperature and wind extremes during the sensitive incubation fast and
are susceptible to environmental conditions affecting the amount of body resources
required to fuel their full incubation period (Fast et al. 2007, Høyvik Hilde et al. 2016). A
moderate elevation in temperature may aid the eider’s incubation by requiring less energy
to warm the eggs (Høyvik Hilde et al. 2016). However, high temperature extremes, or
offsetting of moderate temperature increases due to high winds may alter the benefits of
slight warming (Fast et al. 2007, Høyvik Hilde et al. 2016). As such, investigating the
interactive effects of environmental conditions and contamination on incubation
behaviour is an important and currently unknown area of research with particular
relevance in a rapidly changing Arctic.
Thesis goals and chapter objectives
The overall goal of my thesis is to investigate the cumulative and multiple stressor effects
of environmental change and foraging behaviour on common eider contaminant
exposure, reproductive phenology and incubation behaviour. To address this overall goal,
my first data chapter (Chapter 2) uses multi-colony common eider stable isotope and
mercury data to conduct multidimensional niche modelling with the goal of examining
how different breeding colonies and individuals within those colonies vary in their
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isotopic niches and mercury exposure. My second data chapter (Chapter 3) takes a finerscale mechanistic approach to this variation by examining the potential impact of the
multiple, simultaneous stressors including mercury, elevated temperature and wind speed
on individual eider laying phenology and incubation behaviour at a focal breeding
colony. Finally, I will integrate these findings in my discussion chapter (Chapter 4) to
address key gaps in our knowledge including: 1) the relationship between primary
producer diversity and abundance and the resulting effect on seabird prey abundance; 2)
how different cumulative, multiple stressors may impact downstream physiology metrics;
and 3) the impact of alterations in predation pressures on decision to breed, and how
altered incubation phenology and behaviour influence predation risk. Overall, my thesis
aims to examine the potential routes of mercury exposure through foraging behaviour via
isotopes at an inter-colony scale and fill in knowledge gaps regarding the potential effects
of mercury within a multiple stressor framework on seabird reproductive success.
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CHAPTER 2
Environmental and life history factors influencing inter-colony, multidimensional niche
metrics of a pan-Arctic seabird.
Introduction
Increased human industrial developments have resulted in global environmental shifts
that have affected many biological processes in the Arctic (Stocker et al. 2013, IPCC
2019). These shifts include rising air and ocean temperatures (Scavia et al. 2002, Pörtner
and Peck 2010), changes in wind and ocean circulation (Hayward 1997), a dramatic
reduction of sea ice cover in Arctic marine systems (Johannessen et al. 2004, HoeghGuldberg and Bruno 2010, IPCC 2019), and an elevated transport and deposition of
biologically harmful contaminants into the environment (Dietz et al. 2009, Liu et al.
2012). These multiple, simultaneous environmental stressors have generated wide
ranging, cumulative effects which can have direct and indirect influences on biological
systems, ultimately impacting organism interactions and food web characteristics (i.e.,
prey availability and selection; Vasseur and McCann 2005, Frederiksen et al. 2006,
Parmesan 2006). As a result, marine systems have experienced notable alterations in air
and ocean characteristics (i.e., salinity, temperature and currents) which have generated
widespread changes across trophic levels (Frederiksen et al. 2006, Smith et al. 2010,
Iverson et al. 2014, Prop et al. 2015, Sinclair et al. 2016). Arctic marine food webs have
been particularly impacted, with increases in ocean temperature, changes in current speed
and direction, and reductions in sea ice shifting prey abundance and availability and
altering the foraging behaviour of higher trophic level organisms (Hayward 1997, Moline
et al. 2008, Watt et al. 2016, Renaut et al. 2018, Lewis et al. 2020, Pecuchet et al. 2020).
A plausible mechanism underlying associated impacts on higher trophic level species is
the effect of environmental changes on primary producer (e.g., ice algae, phytoplankton)
abundance, distribution and phenology (Frederiksen et al. 2006, Sinclair et al. 2016,
Lewis et al. 2020). With a reduction in Arctic sea ice, phytoplankton blooms are
occurring earlier in the year and are increasing in intensity, impacting Arctic ecosystem
functioning (Horner and Schrader 1982, Laidre et al. 2008, Søreide et al. 2010, Leu et al.
2011, Post et al. 2013, Post 2017) and likely generating bottom-up effects on foraging
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ecology and niche dynamics of higher trophic species. Further, a long-term reduction of
the contribution of sea ice algae in benthic systems is also occurring due to a loss of sea
ice and ice algae being available for benthic fauna, such as Atlantic walrus (Odobenus
rosmarus rosmarus; Yurkowski et al. 2020a).
The niche of an organism represents both trophic and environmental components
and therefore has been used to discern both trophic roles in the food web, and to
determining changes in resource use (Newsome et al. 2007). Studies examining niche
size (the spatial and trophic level range at which a group forages) can be utilized to
investigate the effect of phenological changes in primary production (Rabosky 2009).
Stable isotopes (δ13C and δ15N) are chemical tracers that provide time-integrated
information on habitat use and diet (Bearhop et al. 2006, Cherel and Hobson 2007) and,
used together, can estimate niche size, foraging ecology, and resource allocation at the
individual and population levels (Hobson 2004, Hobson 2006, Newsome et al. 2007,
Inger and Bearhop 2008; Yurkowski et al. 2020b). In polar environments, δ13C provides
dietary information on carbon sources (13C-enriched sea ice algae vs. 13C-depleted
phytoplankton; McMahon et al. 2006), as well as depth and foraging habitat (enriched
13

C in benthic, inshore carbon sources vs depleted in 13C in pelagic, offshore sources;

France 1995). In contrast, δ15N values indicate vertical energy flow and relative trophic
level, with higher trophic levels being enriched in 15N (Minagawa and Wada 1984).
Importantly, δ13C and δ15N are also useful predictors of harmful contaminants such as
mercury due to varying mercury uptake with carbon source use and trophic level (Atwell
et al. 1998, Cardona-Marek et al. 2009, Pomerleau et al. 2016).
Due to the rapid changes occurring in Arctic marine ecosystems, one particular
concern is the increased exposure of Arctic organisms to contaminants which can impact
endocrine functioning, behaviour, and reproductive success at sub-lethal levels (CardonaMarek et al. 2009, Pomerleau et al. 2016, Yurkowski et al. 2020b). There are two general
methods of mercury uptake in organisms: 1) through bioaccumulation which becomes
concentrated in consumer tissues relative to their environment (Morel et al. 1998), and 2)
through food web biomagnification where higher trophic level consumers ingest elevated
levels of mercury from the previous trophic level (Ackerman et al. 2016). Arctic marine
environments are particularly at risk to elevated contaminants through long-range
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transport by means of oceanic and atmospheric currents as well as migratory species
(Macdonald et al. 2000, Bustnes et al. 2001, Jæger et al. 2009, Ottinger et al. 2015). The
impact of climate change and human activity on Arctic ecosystems has also been linked
to changes in the distribution and accumulation of mercury (Stern et al. 2012, McKinney
et al. 2015). Further, changes in Arctic food web dynamics and trophic relationships may
shift the flow of mercury between organisms at various trophic levels (Moline et al. 2008,
Søreide et al. 2010, Leu et al. 2011, Ackerman et al. 2016, Lewis et al. 2020). While δ15N
indicates higher trophic level foraging, thus greater mercury levels through food web
biomagnification, high variability in mercury still occurs among individuals despite
similar δ15N values, and therefore provides a useful method to quantify an individual and
population’s foraging ecology (Atwell et al. 1998, Bearhop et al. 2000, DiMento et al.
2019). Therefore, integrating measures of mercury with δ13C and δ15N can provide a
broader scope on the multidimensional niche dynamics of an individual and/or population
(Yurkowski et al. 2020b).
The size and location of a population’s multidimensional niche can be used to
infer population-level variability in resource and habitat use, which allows for broad
predictions about their predicted flexibility to environmental change (Vander Zanden et
al. 2010). This analytical approach has been verified across multiple taxa, including
mammals (Crowley et al. 2015, Yurkowski et al. 2020b), fish (Guzzo et al. 2016, Jackson
et al. 2016), and reptiles (Purwandana et al. 2016), but has not been investigated in
seabirds despite being considered as sentinels of ecosystem change due to their wideranging distributions (Piatt et al. 2007). Therefore, this analytical approach could provide
an opportunity to compare foraging strategies, potential flexibility, and identify key
foraging decisions responsible for niche size in seabird colonies across a gradient of
environmental conditions. The combination of long oceanic travel distances during
foraging, along with an often-colonial method of breeding, abundance, and relative ease
of capture at their breeding site makes seabirds a highly suitable study group for
examining spatio-temporal variation in foraging ecology (Hyrenbach and Veit 2003, Piatt
et al. 2007, Wolf et al. 2010). Additionally, Arctic seabirds demonstrate varying levels of
foraging specializations on a large diversity of prey items and display climate-induced
trophic shifts which can inform spatial variation and temporal changes in sea ice and
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ocean dynamics that propagate up the food web (Barrett et al. 2007, Grémillet and
Boulinier 2009, Le Bohec et al. 2013). Finally, mercury concentrations are often elevated
in marine systems, placing seabirds at an increased potential risk of mercury exposure
compared to terrestrial-foraging birds (Post 2002, McGrew et al. 2014, Provencher et al.
2014, Ackerman et al. 2016).
In this study, we used an inter-colony and inter-individual approach to examine
spatial variation in the multidimensional niche size of common eiders (Somateria
mollissima, Mitiq (ᒥᑎᖅ ᐊᒪᐅᓕᒡᔪᐊᖅ), hereafter eiders). Eiders are a long-lived, colonialnesting seabird with multiple sub-species and widely dispersed breeding populations
across the circumpolar Arctic. Due to their broad breeding range, different colonies are
exposed to diverse environmental conditions which likely influences variation in their
spatial ecology, foraging decisions and variation in mercury exposure (Mosbech et al.
2006, Stempniewicz et al. 2007, Frederiksen et al. 2012, Hennin et al. 2015, Albert et al.
2020, Renedo et al. 2020). In addition, eider prey includes a mix of benthic invertebrates
(e.g., urchins and mussels) and pelagic macro-invertebrates (e.g., amphipods; Sénéchal et
al. 2011). The abundance and distribution of these prey groups vary spatio-temporally
and correlate with both predator mercury levels, and phenological shifts in primary
production (Mouritsen et al. 2005, Brown et al. 2012, Barber et al. 2015, Fort et al. 2016,
Savoy et al. 2017). Thus, examining eider niche dynamics provides an avenue for
investigating the resulting impact of prey shifts on eiders and the resulting influences on
mercury exposure (Sénéchal et al. 2011).
Using δ15N, δ13C and total mercury (THg) collected from individuals breeding at
ten common eider colonies located across their circumpolar range, our proximate goal
was to measure the multidimensional niche metrics of common eider, to ultimately make
inferences on colony and individual foraging decisions. We predicted that each colony
would show differences in isotope-specific niche size and range metrics which would
likely be influenced by their differing environments and migratory behaviour. To
examine these possible environmental and behavioural drivers of colony-level variation
in niche metrics, we related latitude as a proxy for sea ice presence at each site (i.e.,
higher latitudes have greater concentrations of sea ice), or whether a colony was
migratory or not. Specifically, we predicted that colonies at higher latitudes would have
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smaller niche sizes than those with no sea ice present due to more restricted foraging
habitat and likely less diverse prey availability, as seen in other Arctic species
(Yurkowski et al. 2016). Further, we predicted that resident (i.e., non-migratory) colonies
would have smaller niche sizes compared to migratory colonies, given that residents
remain at the same geographical location year-round and should be exposed to a narrower
spatial range of environmental conditions compared to migratory colonies (Herrera 1978,
Gómez et al. 2016). Since the colony-corrected individual values and niche metric ranges
of δ13C, δ15N and THg provide important and unique information about foraging ecology,
we also related these values to colony latitude as well as migratory behaviour. We
predicted that higher latitude colonies would have lower δ13C, δ15N and mercury ranges
due to a restricted amount of foraging locations available. We also predicted higher
individual δ13C, as well as lower δ15N and THg at higher latitudes due to typically greater
and longer presence of sea ice algae. We further predicted that migratory colonies would
have wider δ13C, δ15N and THg ranges due to a presumed broader distribution and use of
habitat, in addition to comparatively higher THg (increased exposure to a diversity of
human industrialization), δ15N (higher trophic level foraging), and δ13C (sea ice present).
Finally, to assess exposure to mercury across all colonies based on possible differences in
foraging behaviour and prey selection, we examined the relationship between interindividual carbon source use (δ13C) and trophic position (TP) on THg levels (Atwell et al.
1998, Cardona-Marek et al. 2009, Pomerleau et al. 2016). Based on trends established in
the literature, we predicted that THg would increase with higher trophic position due to
the biomagnification of THg, and lower δ13C values (Atwell et al. 1998) due to a greater
consumption of resources derived from phytoplankton, which is more 13C depleted
(McMahon et al. 2006, Stern et al. 2012). By examining variation in multidimensional
niche size between colonies of a representative Arctic seabird, we aimed to identify the
key environmental factors influencing niche size and niche range metrics, with the larger
goal of determining if differing foraging strategies across individuals and colonies may
lead to different levels of resiliency to environmental change in the context of this rapidly
changing ecosystem.
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Methods
Study sites and sample collection
We collected pre-incubating or incubating blood samples from eiders in 2018 at ten
breeding colonies (total number of individuals = 240) spread geographically across the
Arctic (spanning a longitude from -147.776 to 35.774 and latitude from 78.918 to 43.645;
Figure 2.1, Table 2.1). We captured eiders using colony- and breeding stage-specific
techniques. Pre-incubating eiders were sampled at Mitivik, Nunavut, Canada (Hennin et
al. 2015), and incubating eiders were sampled at the other nine locations.
At Mitivik, eiders were captured using large flight nets. Within 3 minutes of
capture, females were extracted from the nets and a 1-mL blood sample was collected
within three minutes to obtain baseline samples, unbiased by stress (Hobson and Clark
1992, Hennin et al. 2015). This sample was used for isotopic analyses and was collected
using a 23G thin-wall, 1-inch needle attached to a heparinized 1 mL syringe. After
transferring to a heparinized 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube, samples were kept cool (~10°C),
and within eight hours, samples were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for ten minutes to
separate red blood cells (RBCs) and plasma. Plasma was then placed into a separate
cryovial and stored along with RBC samples at -20°C until isotopic analysis. A second
blood sample of 1-3 mL was obtained from each female for mercury analysis. This was
collected via the jugular vein using 23G thin wall, 1-inch needles attached to heparinized
3mL syringes. The whole blood sample was then placed in acid-rinsed cryovials and kept
at ~4˚C, and frozen within 6 hours of collection for analysis of trace element
concentrations.
At the other nine colonies, female eiders were captured on their nest during
incubation using either a bownet or noose pole. Stage and day into incubation were
unable to be determined between females or sites. We collected 200-1000 µL of blood
from the tarsal vein using a 23G thin-wall, 1-inch needle attached to a heparinized 1 mL
syringe. After collection, samples were kept cool (~10°C) and transferred to heparinized
1.5mL cryovials. Within eight hours, samples were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for ten
minutes to separate red blood cells (RBCs) and plasma. Plasma was then placed into a
separate cryovial and stored along with RBC samples at -20°C until analysis.
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Stable isotope analysis
Stable isotopes turnover at different rates based on dietary composition, metabolic rates,
and specific metabolic activity of the tissue (Hobson and Clark 1992, Tsahar et al. 2008).
In avian blood plasma, δ13C has an approximate half-life of 3 days reflecting recent diet,
while the half-life of RBCs is approximately 30 days and reflects diet over a longer
period of time (Hobson and Clark 1992). Further, δ15N and δ13C have similar turnover
times, hence are comparable (Bearhop et al. 2002). To assess the isotopic niche of preincubating eiders at the Mitivik colony we used plasma for our statistical analyses,
whereas all other colonies in which incubating females were sampled, RBC’s were used
to determine foraging ecology of pre-incubating individuals. Therefore, despite sampling
colonies at different life history stages, we were still able to compare them within the
same stage, the pre-incubation period.
We freeze-dried samples for approximately 72 hours. Samples were then ground
into a fine, homogenized powder using a metal spatula cleaned with acetone. Plasma
samples were then lipid extracted using a 2:1 chloroform:methanol solution (Bligh and
Dyer 1959). Specifically, 2:1 chloroform:methanol solution (1.9mL) was added to 100µL
of each plasma sample, which were then placed in a water bath at 30°C for 24 hours.
Samples were then centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 10 minutes to separate the lipid solution
from the plasma pellet. A p1000 pipette was used to remove the lipid solution, leaving
the plasma pellet behind. The pellet was washed again with an additional 1.9mL of the
chloroform:methanol solution and centrifuged for a final 10 minutes at 15,000 rpm. The
remaining lipid solution was removed, leaving only a plasma pellet. Samples were left
open in the fume hood for 24 hours to allow for any remaining chloroform:methanol
solution to evaporate. Since RBCs do not have lipids present, they did not undergo lipid
extraction (Hobson and Clark 1992).
We weighed dried plasma and RBC samples into individual tin-capsules using a
fine-scaled 4-digit balance to obtain 0.3-0.5 mg of sample. Plasma samples were prepared
at the University of Windsor, and plasma isotopes were analysed at the Stable Isotope
Hydrology and Ecology Research Laboratory in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, using
continuous-flow isotope-ratio mass spectrometry (CFIRMS; Harris et al. 1997). The RBC
samples were prepared for isotope analysis at La Rochelle Université, France, and were
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analysed at the Littoral Environment et Sociétés (LIENSs; Fort et al. 2014). Plasma and
RBC samples were combusted using a Eurovector 3000 (Milan, Italy) elemental analyser
which results in production of N2 and CO2 gases. These were separated by gas
chromatography and introduced into a NU Horizon (Nu Instruments, Wrexham, UK)
triple-collector isotope-ratio mass-spectrometer via an open slit. These were then
compared to pure N2 or CO2 reference gases. Ratios of carbon (13C/12C) and nitrogen
(15N/14N) were expressed in delta notation (δ) as per mil deviation from the primary
standards (Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VDPB) carbonate standards and atmospheric
nitrogen) using the following equation: δX = [(Rsample / Rstandard) – 1] × 103, where R is the
molar ratio of the heavy to light isotope in our sample and an international standard
respectively (Peterson and Fry 1987). Replicate measurements of laboratory standards
(USGS-61 and USGS-62) indicated that the measurement accuracy was <0.2‰ for both
δ15N and δ13C values.
Due to biogeochemical factors, stable isotopes vary predictably within the
environment, and can therefore be used to create reliable isotopic maps (isoscape, or
isotopic landscape) that represent the baseline of a food web (Bowen 2010, de la Vega et
al. 2019). Variation in carbon isoscapes of marine environments is driven largely by
temperature, the amount of dissolved CO2 in Arctic waters, changing sea ice conditions,
and phytoplankton abundance (de la Vega et al. 2019). Nitrogen isoscapes are influenced
by spatial and temporal changes in temperature, increasing abundance of phytoplankton
that fixate δ15N, as well as higher input of nitrogen from terrestrial sources (Smith et al.
1999; Tamelander et al. 2009; McMahon et al. 2013). Importantly, since Arctic isoscapes
vary widely, measured isotopes from the environment need to be corrected and
standardized for accurate environmental and ecological interpretations, particularly when
examining samples collected across a large and dispersed seascape (Bowen 2010, Hobson
et al. 2012, de la Vega et al. 2019). Therefore, using δ13C and δ15N values of known eider
bivalve prey (Hiatelle artica, Mytilus edulis, Styela rustica) as per previously published
literature, we corrected our data (e.g., eider δ13C – prey δ13C = corrected δ13C) to ensure
isotopic samples collected across colonies were comparable (Parkinson 2020). However,
mercury values were not colony-corrected.
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Importantly, isotope analysis requires knowledge of how tissue-specific isotope
values such as δ13C and δ15N reflect the actual diet (Ben-David and Schell 2001, Wolf et
al. 2009, Federer et al. 2010). The change in isotope values as they are incorporated from
prey into various consumer tissues is known as a discrimination factor and determining
this discrimination factor for different tissues is key to analyze and infer foraging ecology
from isotopic data (Wolf et al. 2009, Bond and Diamond 2011). Discrimination factors
have not been established for common eider to date, thus plasma (4.9‰) and RBC
(4.0‰) δ15N discrimination factors of a closely related species, spectacled eider
(Somateria fischeri; Federer et al. 2010) were used for the following calculation.
Trophic position for each eider was calculated using baseline δ15N prey values for
the individual’s respective colony (δ15Nbase), discrimination factors from the respective
tissue of spectacled eiders (δ15NTDF; Federer et al. 2010), the trophic position of baseline
prey values (TPbase; value of 2 consistent with eider prey), and the non-colony corrected
δ15N values for that individual eider (δ15Neider; Vander Zanden et al. 1997, Vander Zanden
and Ramussen 1999):
TP = ((δ15Neider – δ15Nbase)/δ15NTDF) + TPbase

Mercury analysis
Whole blood collected at Mitivik was sent to the Research and Productivity Council
(RPC) in New Brunswick, Canada for trace element analysis. Each sample was prepared
by microwave-assisted digestion in nitric acid (SOP 4.M26). Mercury was then analysed
by cold vapour atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS; SOP 4.M52 & SOP 4.M53).
Quality assurance/control procedures included analysis of four reagent blanks, and
reference materials from dogfish liver (DOLT-2) and lobster hepatopancreas (TORT-2)
from the National Research Council (NRC), Canada, as well as four randomly selected
duplicate samples and were in compliance with laboratory operating procedures at the
time of analysis. Mercury levels were then converted from wet weight to dry weight for
comparison with the other colonies following known equations and moisture values for
avian blood (79%; Eagles-Smith et al. 2008).
For the remaining nine colonies, we conducted mercury analysis at LIENSs in La
Rochelle, France using RBCs separated from plasma collected from incubating females.
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These eiders were captured mid-incubation (Hanssen et al. 2002; Bottitta et al. 2003,
Sénéchal et al. 2011), thus by collecting and analysing RBCs alone, the timeframe which
the RBCs represent aligns with the same timeframe represented in the Mitivik eiders
(pre-incubation period for all colonies), providing justification for including the colony in
our analysis despite potential differences in physiology due to their reproductive stages.
Freeze-dried blood was analysed using an Advanced Mercury Analyser
spectrophotometer (Altec AMA 254). A quality control program included running blanks
prior to the analysis, as well as the same certified reference materials as the Mitivik
samples (DOLT-2 and TORT-2) being analysed every 15 samples. Total mercury (THg)
was used in this study from all colonies as it has been shown in avian blood to consist of
primarily methylmercury, the most highly toxic and mobile form of mercury (Rimmer et
al. 2005, Clarkson and Magos 2008).
Statistical analysis
The three-dimensional niche size (using THg, δ13C and δ15N) and ranges along the THg,
δ13C and δ15N axes were estimated for ten eider colonies using the R package
nicheROVER v1.0 (Swanson et al. 2015) in R version 3.6.2 (R Development Core
Team). NicheROVER uses Bayesian statistics to calculate a multidimensional niche
region in multivariate space (Swanson et al. 2015). Since the variables are in different
units (δ13C and δ15N: ‰ vs. THg: µg g-1), we scaled and centred all values by subtracting
the mean for each variable and dividing it by the standard deviation, thereby
standardizing all data. To determine if there were any correlations prior to analysis, we
tested for independence by calculating Pearson’s correlation coefficients between THg
and colony-corrected δ15N, which showed low correlation (0.429). Thus, THg and δ15N,
while related, do possess independent variation that allows for our analysis between them
both. We calculated a 95% probability niche region in multivariate space at 10,000
iterations using uninformative priors (Swanson et al. 2015, Yurkowski et al. 2020b). We
ran additional script at 10,000 iterations to obtain δ13C, δ15N and THg ranges (difference
between the highest and lowest values; Swanson et al. 2015, Yurkowski et al. 2020b).
Three-dimensional models of the niche ranges were visualized using the scatter3D
function in the car package v.3.0-9 (Fox and Weisberg 2019) and the rgl package
v.0.100.54 (Adler and Murdoch 2017). Firstly, we ran a general linear model to
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determine how log-transformed niche size varied by colony latitude, followed by a 2tailed t-test to analyze how colony niche size varied with migratory status (migratory or
resident being the two groups). Known migratory status of the colonies was determined
by consulting previous studies (Schamel 1997, Bønløkke et al. 2006, Furness et al. 2010,
Hanssen et al. 2016, Steenweg et al. 2017). Following this, we firstly ran six general
linear models to analyze the relationship of colony latitude with colony δ13C, δ15N and
THg ranges, as well as individual colony-corrected δ13C, δ15N and square-root
transformed (to meet the assumption of normality) THg values. Secondly, we ran six 2tailed t-tests to analyze whether migratory status of a colony resulted in different colony
δ13C, δ15N and THg ranges, as well as individual colony-corrected eider δ13C, δ15N and
log-transformed THg values.
As mercury uptake in organisms can vary with trophic level foraging in addition
to carbon source use, a general linear mixed model (GLMM) was used to examine the
relationship between colony-corrected isotopes indicating carbon source use (δ13C), TP of
each individual, and log-transformed THg (to meet the assumption of normality). The
model consisted of log transformed THg as the dependent variable, with δ13C and TP as
independent variables, as well as colony as a random variable.
Results
Niche size and underlying sources of variation
Niche size was highly variable between colonies, ranging from 1.4 (Grindoya) to 21.7
(Iceland), with an average niche size between all colonies of 8.2 (Table 2.2, Figure 2.2).
Niche size was significantly smaller in colonies that are migratory compared to resident
colonies (t=7.935, df=2.862, p=0.005). However, niche size was not significantly related
to colony latitude (t=2.155, p=0.22).
The Alaska, Christiansø and Mitivik colonies both had average THg
concentrations above 0.95 µg/g dw (Table 2.2); however, the individual female eider with
the highest overall THg concentration (2.55 µg/g dw) was from the Iceland colony.
Across all colonies, 95 out of 240 (40%) individual eiders had blood THg concentrations
above 0.95 µg/g dw and are therefore considered to be above general environmental
background levels (Eagles-Smith et al. 2008, Ackerman et al. 2016).
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Regarding δ13C, the Christiansø eider colony had the lowest colony-corrected
values, suggesting higher phytoplankton-derived carbon in their diet, while the Alaska
colony had the highest δ13C suggesting more sea ice-derived carbon in their diet (Table
2.2). The Alaska colony also had the highest colony-corrected δ15N values, with the
Faroe Islands having the lowest values.
Influence of breeding colony latitude and migratory behaviour on isotopes and THg
We found that eiders at higher latitude colonies had higher individual THg (t=2.155,
p=0.03, R2=0.02), higher individual colony-corrected δ15N (t=5.320, p<0.001, R2=0.10),
as well as higher individual colony-corrected δ13C values (t=5.015, p<0.001, R2=0.09).
Higher latitude colonies also had smaller colony δ13C ranges (t=-2.570, p=0.03, R2=0.38).
However, we found no statistical difference between colony latitude and δ15N ranges (t=0.611, p=0.558), as well as THg ranges (t=-0.518, p=0.62).
We found that migratory colonies had higher individual δ15N (t=-4.433, df=195,
p<0.001) than individuals at resident colonies, but did not differ significantly in THg (t=0.522, df=49.987, p=0.604) or δ13C (t=-1.128, df=96.693, p=0.262). Further, resident
colonies had significantly higher THg ranges than migratory colonies (t=4.388, df=2.872,
p=0.034), however, there was no difference in δ15N range (t=2.071, df=6.710, p=0.079)
or δ13C range (t=1.312, df=1.768, p=0.334) between the migratory and resident colonies.
Relationship between foraging ecology and THg concentrations
Both δ13C and TP had a significant effect on THg concentration across all colonies
Specifically, THg concentration significantly declined with δ13C, where individuals with
a lower δ13C value had higher THg values (Table 2.3; Figure 2.3). In contrast, THg
significantly increased with TP, where individuals with higher TP had higher THg values
(Table 2.3; Figure 2.3).
Discussion
This study represents the first inter-colony multidimensional niche analysis for any
seabird. Further, this study suggests the benefits of using multiple chemical tracers when
assessing the effects of spatial variation and environmental gradients on the foraging
ecology of highly mobile consumers. Using a data set collected from 10 different eider
colonies located throughout their circumpolar range, we quantified their three40

dimensional niche size to determine how eider δ15N, δ13C and THg interact and influence
colony niche size, and niche metric ranges. This allowed us to broadly compare a
snapshot of the foraging decisions of multiple eider colonies in relation to environmental
and behavioural differences as well as infer their foraging strategies and potential
flexibility regarding environmental change. Overall, we found that colonies demonstrated
a large amount of variation in their niche sizes and niche-based isotopic metrics. Some of
this variation is likely due to the presence of ice at higher latitude colonies, which would
impact foraging behaviour, access to benthic prey, and present different available carbon
sources. Further, whether a colony was migratory or not was also a strong predictor of
variation in eider niche size and range metrics. Finally, we found that colonies with a
higher trophic position and which have more phytoplankton-based systems had higher
mercury exposure at both a colony and individual level.
Variation in niche size, niche metrics, and THg to colony latitude
We did not find a difference in colony niche size with latitude. Firstly, despite the
presence of sea ice likely restricting foraging locations, eiders may still be able to access
a diversity of resources as niche size was similar to southern locations that have
potentially more accessible areas. Secondly, colonies at more northern colonies may have
a variety of individuals that utilize both generalist and specialist strategies, thus adding to
the flexibility and diversity of the colony in the face of environmental change (Woo et al.
2008, Ceia et al. 2012, Ceia and Ramos 2015). Regional and individual differences in
eider foraging strategies may lead to enhanced foraging flexibility in more northern areas
with sea ice present, however further research is required to determine the extent of
which each colony demonstrates these various foraging traits.
We found that higher latitude eider colonies had elevated δ13C values, consistent
with foraging in areas with higher ice algae abundance versus phytoplankton further
south (McMahon et al. 2006). Higher latitude colonies also had lower δ13C ranges, likely
due to a less diverse diet and carbon source variability in relation to lower prey diversity
further north, as seen in ringed seals (Pusa hispida; Yurkowski et al. 2016). Further, our
results suggest that more northern eider colonies also had elevated THg and δ15N,
suggesting that sea ice presence, in particular land-bound ice close to shore, results in
eiders foraging at higher trophic levels, thus having higher overall THg exposure.
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Potential reasons for higher trophic level foraging can include eiders having to utilize
more open, pelagic sources of prey, potentially such as amphipods, due to restricted
access to benthic prey (more bivalve weighted) with sea ice present. As well, amphipods
have been demonstrated to forage on sea ice algae (Werner 1997, Brown 2017), thus
transfer carbon sources from ice algae to amphipod grazers may also reflect in eiders via
higher δ15N and δ13C values consistent with this food web interaction. Bathymetry may
also factor in as there is a potential for decreased benthic foraging in areas with steep
shorelines (Amélineau et al. 2016). Further, waters with sea ice present have been shown
to be supersaturated with dissolved THg, thus further contributing to the elevation of THg
in food webs (DiMento et al. 2019). However, it is worthwhile to note that we were
unable to account for the potential impact of incubation stage on mercury or δ15N levels
in the eiders used in this study, both of which can be elevated in the blood at a continuing
rate via mobilization of internal resources during the incubation fast (Hobson et al. 1993,
Wayland et al. 2005). Nonetheless, the resulting influence of these dynamics on THg may
pose a risk to successful reproduction, hence individual recruitment in these systems,
including seabirds which can be negatively impacted by even sub-lethal levels of THg
(Provencher et al. 2014, Ackerman et al. 2016, Whitney and Cristol 2017). Importantly,
avian declines in reproductive success due to sub-lethal THg levels include reduced
clutch size (Albers et al. 2007, Tartu et al. 2013), exposure to offspring during
development (Hoffman and Moore 1979, Olivero-Verbel et al. 2013), hatching success
(Heinz et al. 2010, Braune et al. 2012) and fledgling success (Evers et al. 2008, Goutte et
al. 2014). Put together, these impacts may result in slowed or negative population growth
rates (Schoch et al. 2014) and reduced reproductive success in individuals exposed as
juveniles (Paris et al. 2018).
Role of migratory behaviour in shaping isotopic niche and THg exposure
While we expected that migratory populations would have larger niche sizes due to a
possible broader exposure to a variety of environmental conditions and prey types
between overwintering, migratory stopover sites, and breeding grounds (Herrera 1978,
Gómez et al. 2016), we found the opposite pattern in that the resident eider colonies
showed the largest multidimensional niche size. Larger niche size at the two resident
colonies (Iceland and Faroe Islands) may stem from a colony-wide broad foraging
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strategy. This has been previously documented in Iceland, in which eiders selected a wide
array of prey (i.e., both benthic and pelagic; Kristjánsson et al. 2013). Further, the waters
around Iceland have a large amount of mixing from the Arctic Ocean (East-Greenland
Current), as well as the Atlantic Ocean (North Atlantic Current), together with greater
lack of sea ice present altogether allowing a diverse range of prey options (Vincent 2010,
Kristjánsson et al. 2013, McMullin et al. 2017, Casanova-Masjoan et al. 2020). The
Mitivik colony, consisting of migrants from Greenland and Newfoundland, had the
second largest niche size potentially due to a mixing of individuals from both
overwintering sites (see Steenweg et al. 2017), however this colony wasn’t included in
the analysis for this reason. The smallest niche ranges were found at Grindoya and Tern
Island, both migratory and higher latitude colonies, suggesting a restricted colony-wide
foraging strategy or reduced niche breadth at higher latitudes.
Within niche theory, according to foraging specialisation (Bolnick et al. 2003,
Araújo et al. 2011), we would predict that colonies with broader, more generalist diet
would have larger niches and those with a more restricted, specialist diet would have
smaller niches (Iceland > Mitivik > Faroe Islands > Christiansø > John’s Island >
Kongsfjorden > Alaska > Russia > Tern Island > Grindoya). Given that higher diet
generalization has been related to greater predicted resiliency to environmental change
(Paredes et al. 2012, Smith and Reeves 2012, Sydeman et al. 2012), using this
multidimensional niche approach may help to enhance our ability to predict how resilient
eider breeding colonies, and seabirds in general, will be to ongoing environmental
change. Along these lines, we predict that colonies with wider (i.e., more generalist)
multidimensional niches (e.g., Iceland and Faroe Islands), or colonies comprised of
migrants from multiple locations (e.g., Mitivik) would show greater resiliency to shifts in
food web dynamics compared to colonies with a smaller (i.e., more restricted, specialist)
niche (e.g., Tern Island and Grindoya). Likewise, smaller niches are predicted to be less
advantageous in a changing climate because as oceanic chemistry and temperatures
change, food sources may be altered or eliminated, leaving a colony or species more
vulnerable if they do not have the flexibility to adapt and shift their diet with this
changing prey base (Both et al. 2010, Le Bohec et al. 2013, Ceia and Ramos 2015). In
contrast, colonies with a broad range in foraging strategies are inherently less vulnerable
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to changes in their prey source as they forage on a wide variety of organisms and habitats
and therefore are expected to have more flexibility in shifting between prey items (Crick
2004, Ahola et al. 2007, Both et al. 2010). However, more research integrating measures
of breeding success and colony demographics will be necessary to test these resiliency
hypotheses.
Resident eider colonies (Iceland and Faroe Islands) also had a wider range in THg
levels and foraged at lower trophic levels compared to migratory colonies, suggesting
that more mobile colonies have access to a wider array of higher trophic level prey, or
rely on this prey to store resources necessary for migration. The resident colonies may be
foraging or are present in areas with a larger range of THg exposure, thus individuals
range widely in their THg levels. Further, there may be a greater diversity of prey
available at various trophic levels, as seen in previous studies on eiders residing in
Iceland and potentially corresponding with the large amount of mixing of Arctic and
Atlantic waters around Iceland and Faroe Islands (Kristjánsson et al. 2013, CasanovaMasjoan et al. 2020). However, migratory colonies such as Alaska had the highest THg
levels and one of the lowest THg ranges, thus are seemingly more uniform in THg
exposure than Iceland which had a large range of individuals with THg exposure (Table
2.2). As colonies largely vary in their isotopic niche and THg exposure, further
knowledge of baseline variation in colony-specific prey (THg, δ15N, δ13C) at a varying
spatio-temporal scale would aid future interpretation of seabird niche size and sources of
individual and colony THg, especially when comparing between breeding colonies or
populations. Combined with our results on colony latitude, these dynamics suggest that
changes in environmental conditions and variability may have different effects on
migratory and resident seabird colonies, thus should be factored into future analyses
especially in regard to climate change affecting Arctic ecosystems.
Relationship between trophic position, foraging location and THg concentrations
With increasing industrial activity and contaminant deposition due to long-distance
transport in northern latitudes, Arctic-living species are becoming more at risk for
contaminants exposure and a suite of possible negative neurological, physiological and
reproductive impacts (Dietz et al. 2013, Scheuhammer et al. 2015). This is especially a
concern for harvested species, such as common eider, which are an important, harvested
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species for Indigenous communities in the North (Nakashima and Murray 1988, Priest
and Usher 2004). Levels above a blood THg 0.95 µg/g dw are considered above
background levels, and above 5.71 µg/g dw considered at moderate risk of health,
physiology, behavioural, and reproductive effects (Eagles-Smith et al. 2008, Ackerman et
al. 2016). We found that the levels of THg in the Alaska, Christiansø and Mitivik
colonies were above 0.95 µg/g dw, suggesting that three of the ten colonies studied are at
or above background levels of THg, and therefore are at a low risk of health, physiology,
behavioural, and reproductive effects (Table 2.2). Levels of THg for these colonies are
comparable to, but slightly above, those typically observed for eiders at other colonies
(Mallory et al. 2018, Stenhouse et al. 2018, Ling Ma et al. 2020).
We found that elevated THg concentration occurred in individuals with lower
δ13C and a higher trophic position, indicating the importance of foraging decisions and
diet selection on individual THg levels. Indeed, previous research has shown that
individuals with a higher trophic position tend to have higher THg due to food web
biomagnification (Atwell et al. 1998, Evers et al. 2005). Additionally, higher THg was
also associated with lower δ13C values, which is indicative of an environment with more
phytoplankton-derived feeding than ice algal-feeding (McMahon et al. 2006). With a
rapidly declining sea ice cover, a rise in phytoplankton production and use by eiders
could be related to higher observed THg levels (Stern et al. 2012). The relationship
between δ13C and THg, combined with effect of trophic position (determined using δ15N)
on THg may generate cumulative, amplified negative consequences on seabird health,
behaviour and reproduction, especially in seabird species foraging at higher trophic levels
(Atwell et al. 1998, Pedro et al. 2015). However, it is likely that any possible effects
would not be consistent across the entire range of a species, especially given the regional
difference in which climate change is altering the Arctic (Muir et al. 1999, Anisimov et
al. 2007, Mallory and Braune 2012, Swart et al. 2015, de la Vega et al. 2019). We did
detect variation between colonies, suggesting regional differences in the relationship
between δ13C, trophic position and THg; for instance, the Christiansø and Kongsfjorden
colonies showed opposite relationships between THg and δ13C (Figure 2.3). Thus, while
we conducted a broad-scale study into these relationships, more in-depth analyses of the
environmental factors at each site would allow for site-specific investigation into the
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relationships between foraging behaviour and THg uptake. The increase in individualand colony-level THg may also be associated with other factors such as proximity to
human activity or ocean currents (Mirlean et al. 2005, Sunderland et al. 2007). For
example, the three eider colonies with the highest THg levels are close to the largest oil
field in North America (Alaska – Prudhoe Bay Oil Field), one of the most polluted seas,
the Baltic Sea (Christiansø; Rutkowska et al. 2019), and nickel mining operations at
breeding sites, along with potential exposure at overwintering sites around the Labrador
Sea (Mitivik; Vale Canada Limited). The relationship between environmental conditions
and THg levels presents a complex system and paired with the rapid changes in
ecosystem dynamics currently being observed (i.e., sea ice abundance), underscores the
necessity of future, and consistent annual monitoring, especially in key ecosystem
indicators like seabirds (Piatt et al. 2007).
Conclusion
We aimed to examine inter-colony multidimensional niche size and range metrics and the
relationships between δ13C, δ15N and THg concentrations at inter-colony and interindividual scales. Our results indicate that common eider colonies across the Arctic have
a wide degree of variation in their foraging strategies, potentially influenced by changes
in sea algae and phytoplankton communities, which are driven by climate change and sea
ice loss (Frederiksen et al. 2006, Sinclair et al. 2016, Lewis et al. 2020). In addition, these
foraging strategies can increase THg exposure, known to influence avian reproductive
success and survival (Eagles-Smith et al. 2008, Ackerman et al. 2016) in individuals and
colonies foraging at higher trophic levels (higher δ15N) and in areas with more
phytoplankton production (lower δ13C). Finally, we also found that consideration of
variation in colony-level variation in life histories (migratory vs resident) was an
important consideration for assessing the level of risk to which a colony may be exposed.
Future studies would benefit from obtaining data on incubation stage of females to
further investigate the resulting influence on THg and δ15N values. Further, future interannual or multi-tissue analyses would provide greater insight into the temporal variation
that exists at both an inter- and intra-colony scale. As such, this research emphasises the
importance of consistent, long-term monitoring and repeated sampling of colonies to
determine temporal and spatial shifts in food web dynamics at the resulting influence and
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exposure to THg. This is not only important from an ecological perspective, but also as a
food security issue for economically important, harvested species for Northern
communities. Taken together, exploring multidimensional niche metrics is an
increasingly valuable tool to provide insight into how foraging ecology differs across a
species’ range, especially when combined with temporal and spatial variation in
environmental conditions, and key components to variation in life history.
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Tables and Figures
Table 2.1. Locations of common eider colonies used in this study, sample size, month
samples were obtained, coordinates, and whether a colony is known to be migratory or
resident.

Location

n

Sampling
month

Latitude

Longitude

Resident vs
migratory

Beaufort Sea, Alaska

33

July

70.340

-147.776

Migratory

Breiðafjörður, Iceland

23

June

65.078

-22.736

Resident

Christiansø, Denmark

25

May

55.330

15.188

Migratory

Grindoya, Norway

17

June

69.633

18.844

Migratory

John's Island, Canada

19

July

43.645

-66.041

Migratory

Kirkjubøhólmur,
Faroe Islands

16

July

61.950

-6.799

Resident

Kongsfjorden, Norway

16

June

78.918

11.910

Migratory

Mitivik, Canada

43

June

64.023

-81.790

Migratory

Oneaga Bay, Russia

24

June

65.048

35.774

Migratory

Tern Island, Canada

24

June

69.547

-80.812

Migratory
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Table 2.2. Sample sizes (n), means ± SD for δ13C, δ15N, total Hg (THg) (values in
brackets corrected for colony baseline and standardized for units), medians and range of
3D niche size (95% Bayesian credible intervals), and δ13C ranges, δ15N ranges, THg
ranges (using corrected and standardized values) of 10 pan-Arctic common eider
colonies.

Location

n

Alaska

33

Christiansø

25

Faroe Islands

16

Grindoya

17

Iceland

23

John's Island

19

Kongsfjorden

16

Mitivik

43

Russia

24

Tern Island

24

δ13C

δ15N

THg

-20.1 ± 0.5
(1.8)
-21.2± 0.9
(-1.0)
-18.5 ± 1.4
(-0.3)
-17.8 ± 0.6
(0.1)
-17.8 ± 0.9
(0.3)
-16.9 ± 1.5
(-0.1)
-18.4 ± 0.8
(0.3)
-18.2 ± 1.1
(-0.6)
-19.4± 0.8
(0.4)
-18.8 ± 0.3
(-1.0)

15.3 ± 0.7
(1.8)
10.0 ± 1.3
(-0.9)
10.1 ± 1.0
(-1.5)
11.1 ± 0.4
(-0.3)
11.6 ± 1.0
(-0.1)
12.0 ± 0.8
(-0.1)
11.8 ± 1.0
(0.3)
13.5 ± 1.3
(0.3)
10.2 ± 0.4
(-0.4)
12.4 ± 0.5
(-0.4)

1.2 ± 0.2
(0.9)
1.1 ± 0.5
(0.6)
0.7 ± 0.4
(-0.6)
0.4 ± 0.1
(-1.4)
0.9 ± 0.5
(0.1)
0.5 ± 0.2
(-0.9)
0.8 ± 0.2
(-0.3)
1.0 ± 0.3
(0.4)
0.7 ± 0.2
(-0.4)
0.9 ± 0.2
(0.1)
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Niche size

δ13C
range

δ15N
range

THg
range

3.3 (2.3, 5.2)

0.866

1.461

1.689

9.7 (6.6, 16.7)

1.379

2.923

4.590

18.8 (11.5, 36.8)

2.059

2.106

4.508

1.4 (0.8, 2.6)

0.834

0.907

1.528

21.7 (14.2, 37.7)

1.407

2.257

5.410

9.1 (5.7, 16.5)

2.250

1.633

1.688

4.6 (2.8, 9.1)

1.217

2.128

2.068

18.5 (13.6, 27.9)

1.904

2.897

3.571

3.3 (2.2, 5.8)

1.175

0.962

2.278

1.4 (0.9, 2.4)

0.475

1.141

2.398

Table 2.3. GLMM results relating common eider female trophic position and colonycorrected δ13C to individual THg values, controlling for the colony of the individual as a
random effect.
Variable
Intercept
Trophic position
δ13C

Estimate (β)
-1.923
0.563
-0.063

SE
0.304
0.096
0.022
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df
142.233
234.614
232.943

t
-6.330
5.862
-2.813

p
<0.0001
<0.001
0.005

Figure 2.1. Map of the circumpolar-Arctic, and locations of the ten common eider
colonies used in this study (stars). Dashed line indicates the Arctic Circle, and the solid
line indicates the Arctic boundary according to the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment
Programme (AMAP; map provided by globalcitymap.com).
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Figure 2.2. 2D projections of a subset of 10 niche regions produced by Bayesian stats
using stable isotope (δ13C and δ15N) and THg data from individuals at 10 pan-Arctic
common eider colonies. Sections show, i) The raw stable isotope data (bottom left), ii)
their density estimates (diagonal), and iii) 2-dimensional projections of probabilistic
niche regions based on 3-dimensional data (top right).
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Figure 2.3. Relationship between trophic position and colony-corrected δ13C with THg
(log transformed) for individuals at 10 pan-Arctic common eider colonies.
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CHAPTER 3
Cumulative stressor exposure alters incubation phenology and behaviour of an Arctic
seabird
Introduction
Anthropogenic growth and industrialization have resulted in widespread and pronounced
shifts in abiotic processes including unpredictable weather (Weatherhead et al. 2010),
rising air and ocean temperatures (Scavia et al. 2002, Pörtner and Peck 2010), a
substantial reduction of sea ice (Johannessen et al. 2004, Hoegh-Guldberg and Bruno
2010, IPCC 2019), and an elevated transport and uptake of environmental contaminants
in wildlife (Dietz et al. 2009, Liu et al. 2012). Moreover, current rates of change are not
uniform across the globe, with some regions in particular seeing much faster rates of
change than others (Watson et al. 1998, Warren et al. 2006, Arnell et al. 2019). In
particular, historically stable regions such as the Arctic are now exhibiting intense
amplification of these abiotic changes (Serreze and Barry 2011, Descamps et al. 2017,
Serreze and Meier 2019). Combined exposure to these environmental changes influences
a multitude of ecosystem and population processes that have downstream effects on
individual reproductive success and survival (Bustnes et al. 2001, Visser et al. 2009,
Durant et al. 2010, Nord and Nilsson 2011, Tartu et al. 2016). Importantly, cumulative
and simultaneous exposure to stressors, such as climate change and contaminants, is
expected to lead to interactive impacts on individuals (Bårdsen et al. 2018), with
downstream effects on population stability (Jenssen 2006). However, the implications of
multiple stressor exposure for the functioning and fitness of organisms is still an area
requiring more investigation (Jenssen 2006, Andersen et al. 2017, Bårdsen et al. 2018).
Further exploration is notably important within rapidly changing systems such as the
Arctic that have been relatively understudied compared to temperate regions, given the
logistical challenges of conducting research in remote Arctic regions with highly mobile
wildlife (Gaston et al. 2012, Bårdsen et al. 2018, Mallory et al. 2018). Importantly, Arctic
regions have been called a sentinel region regarding the multiple direct and indirect
effects of climate change and contaminants in a multiple stressor system (Borgå 2019).
As such, two relevant stressors driven by human-induced environmental change that are
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currently affecting Arctic species and require more investigation are increases ambient
temperature due to climate change and contaminant exposure (Crick 2004, Blais et al.
2005, Jenssen 2006, Borgå 2019).
Climate change is impacting Arctic regions through alterations in sea ice cover,
increased frequency, severity and unpredictability of weather systems, as well as elevated
ambient temperatures reaching almost twice the global average (Descamps et al. 2017,
Serreze and Meier 2019). Arctic species may be adapted to and anticipate constant
(although severe) inter-annual climactic variability; however not to the extent of climate
extremes that they are currently experiencing (Stempniewicz et al. 2007, Ceia and Ramos
2015). Shifts in Arctic climatic patterns are already indirectly impacting higher trophic
level species via alterations to trophic dynamics (Frederiksen et al. 2006), ocean
chemistry (Solomon et al. 2009), changes in predator regimes (Smith et al. 2010, Iverson
et al. 2014, Prop et al. 2015), and mismatch in the phenology of organisms (Crick 2004,
Descamps et al. 2017). Further, these large environmental shifts can alter migratory and
reproductive phenology, especially within the Arctic due to the short breeding seasons
and spatio-temporal constraints in prey availability at extreme latitudes (Martin and
Wiebe 2004). In avian species, elevated ambient temperatures have been shown to
directly impact reproduction through the advancement of lay dates (Visser et al. 2009),
accelerated incubation periods and embryonic growth (Nord and Nilsson 2011, Durant et
al. 2010), and even decreased incubation attentiveness (Camfield and Martin 2009).
Further, wind shifts can further impact avian incubation, with exposure to less wind
showing a reduced incubation effort (measured as body mass loss) than birds exposed to
higher winds due to increased effort to warm their clutch (Høyvik Hilde et al. 2016).
Alternatively, a decrease in winds during periods where there are extreme elevated
temperatures may exacerbate incubation effort due to birds exceeding their thermal
neutral zones (Fast et al. 2007), suggesting that different environmental factors can
interact to influence reproductive outcomes.
An example of a stressor that is expected to be amplified by the effects of climate
change are contaminants (Bårdsen et al. 2018). Contaminant concentrations are
increasing in the Arctic through long-range transport towards the poles by air, oceans,
and food-web interactions, influencing many aspects of Arctic life (Macdonald et al.
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2000, Jæger et al. 2009, DiMento et al. 2019). One pollutant in particular, mercury, is
stored in animal tissues at higher levels than are found in the environment (Wiener et al.
2003) and is elevated in higher trophic levels as it biomagnifies throughout food webs
(Campbell et al. 2005). Mercury has been highlighted as a contaminant of concern and a
research priority in Arctic systems because of its spatio-temporally heterogeneous
accumulation in Arctic systems, as well as its impacts on Arctic biota (Provencher et al.
2014, Adlard et al. 2018, Gundersen et al. 2020). Mercury has been shown to have a large
diversity of effects across multiple vertebrate taxa (Muir et al. 1992, Colborn et al. 1993).
In birds in particular, mercury exposure can have widespread adverse effects on many
aspects of neurology, physiology, behaviour and reproduction (Boening 2000, Seewagen
2010). Importantly, even sub-lethal levels of mercury can have widespread impacts on
avian reproduction in particular (Albers et al. 2007, Olivero-Verbel et al. 2013,
Provencher et al. 2014, Ackerman et al. 2016, Whitney and Cristol 2017). Sub-lethal
mercury levels have been correlated with a decrease in the likeliness to breed in birds
(Tartu et al. 2013, 2014, Chin et al. 2017). Mechanistically, a mercury-related reduction
in breeding propensity has been linked with reductions in key reproductive hormones,
such as luteinizing hormone (LH), involved in the subsequent release of sex hormones
(i.e., estrogens) and therefore successful growth of gonadal tissues (Tartu et al. 2013,
2014). Studies have also indicated that mercury exposure can impact later stages of
breeding in birds, such as incubation behaviour via decreased incubation consistency
(i.e., increased nest on and off bout duration) and decreased incubation temperatures
(Bustnes et al. 2001, Smith et al. 2012). These effects are potentially mediated by the
impacts of contaminants such as mercury on prolactin (PRL), a hormone involved in
parental egg and chick attachment (El Halawani et al. 1984, Verreault et al. 2008,
Angelier et al. 2016). In fact, mercury has been shown to impair reproductive
performance by disrupting PRL secretion (Tartu et al. 2015, 2016). Although we
appreciate that stressors such as climate change and contaminants individually are
resulting in ecosystem- and population-level effects, wildlife are currently experiencing
these multiple sources of anthropogenic change at a continually increasing rate
simultaneously (Vinebrooke et al. 2004, Munns 2006).
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Despite the expectation that individual stressors will have interactive effects, few
studies have been able to examine how multiple, cumulative stressors impact key
mechanisms at the heart of reproductive performance and fitness (Crain et al. 2008).
Compared to single stressors examined in isolation, multiple stressors are expected to
contribute to synergistic or additive impacts on organisms, increasing overall
vulnerability to environmental change, especially in systems already sensitive to change,
such as the Arctic (Vinebrooke et al. 2004, Schindler and Smol 2006). Notably, the
combined effects of these stressors are expected to be a ‘worst-case scenario’ for Arctic
species (Jenssen 2006, Borgå 2019). For example, models in seabirds exploring the
impacts of increased sea-surface temperatures predict reductions in reproductive
investment as a result of increases in temperature, pollution levels and predation, a
multiple stressor combination which is increasingly likely to cause extinctions in Arcticbreeding species compared to single stressor scenarios (Bårdsen et al. 2018).
Unfortunately, many of these interactions are currently poorly understood, and more
importantly have not been tested empirically, especially in relation to how and why
climate change and contaminants impact reproductive success via effects on reproductive
decisions (e.g., laying phenology; incubation behaviour and duration). As such, empirical
investigations examining whether multiple simultaneous factors directly and indirectly
impact breeding decisions are important for determining whether multiple stressors
ultimately affect reproductive success in Arctic-breeding seabird species (Sandvik and
Erikstad 2008, Bårdsen et al. 2018).
Our overall goal was to examine the interactive effects of environmental
conditions and contaminants on lay date phenology, incubation behaviour and duration in
an Arctic-breeding seabird exposed to heightened environmental stressors and sub-lethal
contaminant levels. We chose to focus on a long-lived, migratory, colonially-nesting seaduck with breeding populations across the circumpolar Arctic: common eider (Somateria
mollissima, Mitiq (ᒥᑎᖅ ᐊᒪᐅᓕᒡᔪᐊᖅ), hereafter eiders; Mosbech et al. 2006, Hennin et
al. 2015). Pre-incubating female eiders undergo a period of rapid follicle growth (RFG),
which is a 7-day period required to recruit and grow yolk follicles prior to laying their
first egg (Hennin et al. 2015). Higher ambient temperatures during this period have been
shown to correlate with earlier average colony lay dates in an Arctic-breeding population
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(Love et al. 2010), thus environmental conditions in combination with mercury’s known
effects on the decision to breed (e.g., Tartu et al. 2013) could have a cumulative,
amplified impact on lay date that has not been examined to date. Further, female eiders
undergo a 24-26 day incubation fast (Hanssen et al. 2002; Bottitta et al. 2003, Sénéchal et
al. 2011), during which contaminants accumulated in a female’s own lipid and protein
stores have been shown to mobilize and increase in the blood. These contaminants
include organochlorines (Bustnes et al. 2010), as well as metals such as lead and mercury
(McPartland et al. 2020, Wayland et al. 2005). The mobilization of mercury could then be
expected to interfere with reproductive hormones such as PRL, and therefore incubation
behaviour (i.e., incubation consistency, willingness to abandon during acute stressors; see
Tartu et al. 2016). These contaminant effects could be further be amplified by the
environmental conditions (i.e., air temperature, wind conditions) a hen is exposed to
while incubating (e.g., Fast et al. 2007). However, to date the effects of mercury exposure
have not been studied, aside from population modelling, in incubating females within the
multiple stressor framework of environmental stressors such as temperature and wind
which may exasperate these effects (Bårdsen et al. 2018). For this study, we first
examined whether a) inter-individual variation in lay date was related to variation in
ambient (air) temperature prior to breeding, and b) air temperature, wind speed and
mercury levels interact to predict when an individual female initiates RFG and begins
laying. We predicted that lay dates would be delayed in colder springs, as well as in
eiders exposed to elevated mercury, lower air temperatures and higher winds. Next, we
focused on how an eider’s own mercury levels and the air temperature/winds she was
simultaneously exposed to during incubation impacted her incubation behaviour. We
predicted that females with a higher egg mercury content (a proxy for a female’s mercury
burden; Evers et al. 2003, Brasso et al. 2010) concurrently faced with increased air
temperature and lower winds would have the lowest incubation consistency, and that this
effect would increase during the hottest parts of the day. Finally, we investigated whether
the combined effects of mercury and the air temperature and wind birds were exposed to
during the terminal stage of incubation predicted variation in incubation duration. We
predicted that eiders exposed to higher mercury, elevated air temperature and lower
winds would have lower breeding success via earlier nest failure (i.e., lower incubation
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duration). Overall, by examining the multiple stressor impact of mercury and
environmental conditions on incubation phenology, behaviour, and duration, we aimed to
identify whether cumulative, multiple stressors influence eider incubation and the
potential contributors influencing incubation success in a rapidly changing ecosystem.
Methods
Study sites and sample collection
We examined common eiders nesting at the Mitivik colony (East Bay Island, Nunavut,
Canada; 64°02’N, 81°47’W) from late June to mid-July in 2018 (n=46) and 2019 (n=38,
total N=84). We located active nests via behavioural observations from 6 blinds
distributed across the colony, as well as opportunistic nests while in the process of
deploying incubation-monitoring equipment. Between 1 and 13 days after laying the
initial egg, we visited nests to deploy behaviour monitoring equipment consisting of a
trail camera (Browning 2018 Strike Force Pro) placed ~1-metre away from the nest cup
to collect motion-activated footage, and a nest temperature probe (Tinytag® Plus 2)
placed in the middle of the clutch from underneath to record nest temperature every
minute for the duration of incubation (Figure 3.1). Nest temperature probes provide noninvasive and remotely collected data of the hen’s movement on her nest as a proxy for
variation in her incubation behaviour. To collect environmental metrics that hens were
exposed to during incubation, we used temperature-recording pendants (HOBO
Pendant® MX2201 and 64K) placed ~ 0.5 meters away from each incubating hen, at nest
level, to quantify ambient air temperature every minute (Figure 3.1). To quantify
variation in above-ground wind speed, we placed five Kestrel 5500 weather meters on
individual colony-monitoring blinds around Mitivik at approximately 3 meters off the
ground which collected wind speed every hour (Figure 3.1). We left the equipment to
collect data for the duration of incubation without human presence on the island, allowing
nests to come to a natural conclusion (e.g., either predation, abandonment, or duckling
hatching), after which all equipment was collected and the data downloaded. From the
original 84 nests that we deployed equipment on, a total of 61 (n=31; 2018, n=30; 2019,
Figure 3.2) had useable incubation data for analysis, while the remaining 23 nests
returned unusable data due to early nest predation, hen abandonment or removal of the
nest temperature probe. We quantified incubation behaviour (length of continuous
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incubation (i.e., stationary bouts), number of movements on the nest (i.e., number of
events) over two, 24-hour periods during early (days 4-7; n=49), middle (days 12-15;
n=36), and late (days 18-24; n=10, Table 3.1) stages for each of the 61 nests using nest
temperature data via Tinytag probes. Hen movement on the nest was determined by an
abrupt shift in nest temperature, proceeded and followed by a period of stationary nest
temperature. We validated this probe technique using trail camera footage data of
incubation behaviour depicting a shift in hen positioning. We optimized the range of days
into incubation for each stage to obtain the highest sample size for each category, while
maintaining a spread of at least five days between stages for each hen.
To examine the relationship between environmental conditions and lay date, we
first calculated the approximate initiation of the RFG period (7 days before lay date), i.e.,
the date egg formation begun, using each hen’s lay date. We then gathered the average
temperature and wind speed over the 5 days prior to RFG initiation from data collected
by the weather station at Coral Harbour (64°11′N, 83°21′W; 68 km from East Bay) using
Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC)’s online database
(https://climate.weather.gc.ca/index_e.html) in 2018 and 2019.
Unfortunately, the blood sampling of females to measure blood mercury changes
during incubation is not possible as it increases both the chances of the focal hen, as well
as portions of the larger colony she is embedded within, abandoning their nest and/or nest
predation. As such, we collected the first laid egg from each nest during the deployment
of the incubation monitoring equipment as a non-invasive way to estimate the relative
amount of mercury a hen may be exposed to during incubation. First laid eggs were
determined as they are noticeably larger and darker than successive eggs in a clutch
(Erikstad et al. 1998). We analyzed both the yolk and albumen for total mercury
concentrations (Figure 3.1; see analysis details below). Egg mercury has been correlated
to the amount of mercury in a bird’s blood during laying, hence can be used as a proxy
for relative mercury levels (Evers et al. 2003, Brasso et al. 2010). We replaced the
removed egg with a common eider egg from a nearby nest to maintain clutch size
consistency (Figure 3.1) and therefore incubation energetics. Each egg was measured and
candled to obtain approximate egg age, therefore day of incubation and lay date for each
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nest. We froze eggs at -20°C within 24 hours of collection until thawed for yolk and
albumen sample collection.
Mercury analysis
In February 2020, we individually thawed and removed the shells of 84 first-laid
common eider eggs collected in 2018 and 2019 for use in this study, as well as a set of
additional first-laid eggs collected in the two previous years (2016 and 2017, n=25).
Following standardized Hg analytical techniques (Clegg et al. 1981), we acid-washed all
analysis glass vials for two days using 65% nitric acid (CAS# 7697-37-2) diluted to 20%
concentration with Ultrapure water, then rinsed vials three times with Ultrapure water.
We rinsed all materials used to dissect eggs with Ultrapure water, acid-washed for 10
minutes to minimize cross-contamination, then rinsed with Ultrapure water before
dissection. We collected a total of 1.5mL of both albumen and yolk samples and placed
each into acid-washed cryovials, which were then re-frozen at -20°C. Samples were then
freeze-dried for approximately 72 hours, after which they were ground into a fine,
homogenized powder using a metal spatula cleaned with acetone.
We conducted total mercury (THg) analysis at the Littoral Environment et
Sociétés (LIENSs; Fort et al. 2014) in La Rochelle, France using the yolk and albumen
from each first-laid eider egg. We analyzed freeze-dried yolk and albumen samples using
an Advanced Mercury Analyzer spectrophotometer (Altec AMA 254). The detection
limit of the Altec AMA 254 was established at 0.10 ng dry weight (dw). A quality control
program included running blanks prior to the analysis, as well as analyzing reference
materials from lobster hepatopancreas (TORT-3) from the National Research Council
(NRC), Canada (reference values were 0.292 ± 0.022 µg/g-1 dw SD, mean measured ±
SD = 0.285 µg/g-1 dw, recovery = 1.69%) every 15 samples. Total mercury (THg) was
used in this study as it has been shown in avian eggs to primarily consist of
methylmercury, the most highly toxic and biologically mobile form of mercury
(Ackerman et al. 2013). Total egg mercury was calculated for each egg from the yolk and
albumen values using a known eider yolk:albumen ratio of 1:1 (yolk*0.5+albumen*0.5;
Swennen and Van der Meer 1995). All mercury levels are reported in µg/g dw.
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Statistical analyses
Lay date
To examine how environmental conditions and mercury exposure influence individual
lay date, we conducted a General Linear Model (GLM) using R version 3.6.2 (R
Development Core Team) consisting of ordinal lay date as the dependent variable. We
included 5-day averages for air temperature, wind speed, and total egg mercury level as
fixed variables with all possible 2-way interactions and the 3-way interaction, in addition
to year, as our independent variables. All variables in the 3-way interaction were
standardized and centered for comparison and to improve misrepresentation of effects
and improve interpretability of coefficients (Schielzeth 2010).
Incubation behaviour
To examine variation in incubation behaviour we conducted a series of two Generalized
Linear Mixed-Effects Model (GLMM) with the number of on-nest movements
throughout four, 6-hour sections of the day (0:00-5:59, 6:00-11:59, 12:00-17:59, 18:0023:59; Figure 3.4) for each hen as the dependent variable. Movements were square root
transformed to fit normality assumptions. For the first GLMM we first wished to confirm
whether incubation behaviour varied in response to the stage of incubation (early, mid,
late) and the time (section of) the day as defined above (0:00-5:59; Section 1, 6:00-11:59;
Section 2, 12:00-17:59; Section 3, 18:00-23:59; Section 4; Figure 3.4), and we therefore
included these terms as fixed variables. We also included individual hen ID (0-61) as a
random variable to account for the repeated measures use of intra-hen behaviour. Overall
p-values were obtained for stage and section by running a Type II Wald Chi-square test.
Following this analysis, we conducted a second GLMM consisting of the same dependent
variable (the number of movements per 6-hour period of the day) to examine whether
multiple stressor exposure influences hen behaviour. We included ambient temperature
and wind variables in the four sections defined previously, along with individual total egg
mercury with all possible 2-way interactions and the 3-way interaction as fixed
independent variables, all which were centered and standardized (Schielzeth 2010).
Section of the day (1-4) was also included as a fixed variable to determine any
differences in hen movement between sections, considering the individual temperatures
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for each hen which were also included in the model. Stage (early, mid, late), and
individual hen (0-61) were included as random variables. Year was not included in these
models as it represented almost 0% variance in the dependent variable when included as a
random variable.
Incubation duration
To examine contributors to variation in incubation duration, we conducted a log Poisson
GLMM with days of incubation as the dependent variable (5-27 days), average
temperature and wind 2 days in the last stage before nest end date, and included log
transformed THg as well as lay date as fixed effects. We did not include interactions
given that they were not significant. Year was included as a random variable to control
for inter-annual variation in incubation duration.
Results
Egg mercury levels
Mercury analysis of first-laid eggs revealed a wide range of inter-individual levels.
Analysis showed an average of 0.068 µg/g dry weight (dw) in yolk (range 0.022-0.191
µg/g dw), and 2.041 µg/g dw in albumen (range 2.041-4.290 µg/g dw) for 2018 and 2019
combined (Table 3.2). Given eiders have an average egg yolk:albumen ratio of 1:1
(Swennen and Van der Meer 1995), calculation of egg homogenate from our yolk and
albumen results (yolk*0.5+albumen*0.5) gave an average of 1.054 µg/g dw (range 0.3132.241 µg/g dw; Table 3.2). These values are above levels seen previously at this site from
eggs collected in 2008 (0.501µg/g dw, range 0.373-0.583; Akearok et al. 2010), and
provided a wide range of eider mercury proxies to compare to lay date, incubation
behaviour and duration.
Relationship between multiple environmental stressor exposure and lay date
Overall temperatures through the month of June in 2018 were 2°C, and in 2019 were 6°C
(ECCC), and as such birds laid later in 2018 than in 2019 (t=9.46, p<0.001; Table 3.1).
Birds with later lay dates were exposed to higher temperatures prior to initiating RFG
period (t=18.99, p<0.001), as well as higher wind (t=3.97, p<0.001; Table 3.1).
Individually, THg (t=-0.02, p=0.98) did not predict variation in lay date (Table 3.3).
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Additionally, the interaction between ambient temperature and wind predicted variation
in lay date (t=10.25, p<0.001), where the earliest laying birds were exposed to higher
winds and lower temperatures and the latest laying birds which were exposed to both
higher temperatures and winds (Figure 3.3). Remaining 2-way interactions were not
significant: temperature and THg (t=-0.91, p=0.37), wind and THg (t=-0.12, p=0.90), and
a three-way interaction between temperature, wind and THg (t=-1.67, p=0.10).
Effects of exposure to multiple stressors on incubation behaviour
Eiders moved on average 25 ± 6 times a day (years combined – see Statistical Analysis
section of the Methods), with the most consistent eider moving only 13 times in one day
versus the most restless individual which moved 45 times in 24 hours. During early
incubation eiders moved on average 26 ± 6 times, mid stage eiders moved 24 ± 6 times,
and late-stage individuals moved on average 23 ± 6 times a day. On average, incubating
eiders were exposed to temperatures of 13.10°C ± 2.77 over a full 24-hour period.
Broken up into sections, average temperatures were 1.99°C ± 1.83 (Section 1), 16.60°C ±
3.77 (Section 2), 24.07°C ± 5.66 (Section 3), and 9.77°C ± 3.15 (Section 4; Figure 3.5).
Wind speeds were on average 9.56 km/hr over 24-hours, which when broken into
sections averaged 7.94 km/hr ± 7.08 (Section 1), 7.93 ± 6.90 (Section 2), 11.28 ± 7.27
(Section 3), and 11.09 ± 7.07 (Section 4; Figure 3.5).
Results of our first GLMM indicated that hen behaviour varied between sections
of the day (chisq=10.32, df=3, p=0.02; Table 3.3). While none of the sections were
individually significant, section 3 was trending towards significantly more movements
than section 1 (t=1.79, p=0.07). Hen movement also varied between stages of incubation
(chisq=6.17, df=2, p=0.05), with females moving significantly less during mid stages,
and trending towards less during late incubation than during early stages (mid: t=-2.24,
p=0.03, late: t=-1.90, p=0.06; Table 3.3). The second GLMM (summarized in Table 3.3)
revealed that hens moved more when exposed to lower winds (t=-3.087, p<0.01) and
while not statistically significant, was trending towards higher movements with combined
exposure to elevated temperature and THg (t=-1.95, p=0.05; Figure 3.6). Section of the
day was not significant (t=-1.632, p=0.10) and all other interaction terms were also not
significant.
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Relationship between environmental conditions and incubation duration
Eiders incubated for an average of 10 ± 4 days in 2018, and 18 ± 5 days in 2019 (Table
3.1). In 2019, a total of 6 eiders made it to the minimum duration typically needed to
successfully hatch (24 days; Hanssen et al. 2002; Bottitta et al. 2003, Sénéchal et al.
2011), while in 2018 no nests made it past 17 days before nest failure.
Results for the GLMM suggest that birds with later lay dates had a significantly
shorter incubation duration (t=-6.697, p<0.001; Table 3.3), and those with shorter
incubation durations were also exposed to higher ambient temperatures before nest
termination (t=-3.107, p=<0.01; Table 3.3, Figure 3.7). Neither wind speed nor THg were
significantly related to incubation duration (wind speed: t=-1.647, p=0.10; THg: t=-0.861,
p=0.39).
Discussion
Our overall aim was to examine the effects of multiple stressor exposure on common
eider reproductive phenology and behaviour by determining how air temperature, wind
speed and mercury exposure interacted to influence variation in lay date, incubation
behaviour and incubation duration. Overall, we found that exposure to elevated ambient
temperature had the greatest negative impact on incubation behaviour and duration, with
some additional interactive effects of wind and THg. We discuss the first empirical
results of the multiple stressor effects, including environmental conditions and
contaminants, on lay date phenology and behaviour for any bird, within the framework of
increased anthropogenic effects and predation pressures.
Influence of multiple environmental stressor exposure on individual lay date
We expected lay dates to be delayed in colder compared to warmer years as seen
previously in this colony (Love et al. 2010, Jean-Gagnon et al. 2018), and in individual
eiders with higher THg and which were exposed to lower temperatures and higher winds.
Females did indeed have later laying phenology - by an average of 8 days - during the
colder of the two years (2018, which had an overall colder June than in 2019 by 4°C on
average.) As such, females in 2018 waited until weather was warmer to initiate RFG, and
therefore lay date.
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In our examination of individual environmental conditions during the 5-days
before RFG, later-laying birds experienced higher air temperatures and wind speeds.
Exposure to higher temperatures is potentially due to the natural phenological increase in
air temperature due to the later laying period for these hens, suggesting constraints that
late-laying females face may be more due to intrinsic factors such as stored resources and
hormone secretion (Sénéchal et al. 2011, Tartu et al. 2013), and not necessarily external
abiotic conditions once a minimum temperature is met for the colony. However, interindividual variation in laying date nonetheless still exists, and is an avenue of further
investigation regarding how multiple cues/stressors may influence lay date in a
continually changing Arctic. With Arctic conditions becoming continually warmer due to
climate change, we would anticipate a continually advancing lay date with warming
springs. Advanced laying conditions could potentially relieve constraints on individuals
that are unable to gather enough body stores and reach threshold body conditions in time
within colder years to match peak environmental conditions (e.g., Love et al. 2010).
Further, because the age of the birds could not be identified in this study, there is the
potential for more experienced birds laying earlier, and also the potential for elevated
THg levels due to greater time for bioaccumulation. The significant interaction between
temperature and wind does indicate that the earliest laying birds were exposed to lower
temperatures and higher winds, and later laying birds to higher temperatures as well as
high winds. The effect on high winds on lay date shows that elevated wind speeds lead to
greater effect of temperature extremes on lay date (Figure 3.3).
Exposure to multiple stressors alters incubation behaviour
It has been suggested that eiders may potentially benefit from a warmer (earlier) year by
easing environmental constraints and allowing for lower quality females to lay (Love et
al. 2010, Jean-Gagnon et al. 2018). However, our results suggest that exposure to
elevated temperatures during these years can have a potentially cumulative negative
impact on incubation behaviour. Further, we found that when a hen’s own temperature
exposure is factored in, the time of day does not impact her movements, thus suggesting
that the individual’s specific temperature exposure has an effect on her behaviour, aside
from any daily temporal patterns in temperature. Specifically, our finding that increased
air temperature and lower wind exposure resulted in greater female movement on the nest
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suggest potential ramifications for incubation success. Specifically, females with more
movement – possibly due to difficulty with body temperature regulation as a result of
increased air temperature increases and lower winds - would be more susceptible to
depletion of stored resources during the incubation fast (Hanssen et al. 2002; Bottitta et
al. 2003, Sénéchal et al. 2011), as well as at higher risk of attracting more attention from
predators such as gulls, arctic fox (Vulpes lagopus), and polar bears (Ursus maritimus;
Smith et al 2012). The interactive effect of higher temperature and higher THg, while not
statistically significant, presents biologically relevant findings that this combined stressor
effect may result in higher movements, whereas THg alone showed no impact on
incubation behaviour. However, future studies may benefit from collecting blood samples
from incubating birds to obtain higher resolution mercury levels in incubating hens,
which may better show the relationship between mercury and temperature on incubation
behaviour. Mercury, as well as organochlorines, have shown elevation as incubation
progresses in eiders due to the utilization of stored lipid and protein resources through
their incubation fast (Wayland et al. 2005). However, until now there has been no direct
investigation into the concurrent impact of elevated THg when birds are also facing
elevated temperature. Heavily insulated female eiders facing higher temperatures during
incubation may put them at greater risk to the effects of contaminants such as mercury or
organochlorines which, in a warming climate, could impact individual reproductive
success and therefore colony population stability. Further, preliminary investigations at
the Mitivik colony suggest that the success of nest-predating bears is partially due to the
behavioural responses of incubating eiders (Barnas, Geldart and Semeniuk, unpubl. data).
While the connection between multiple stressors, incubation behaviour and predation risk
has not been made in any studies, it represents an important avenue for future
investigation given our findings here, and the increasing environmental and predation
pressures seabirds are concurrently facing (Noyes et al. 2009, Smith et al. 2010,
Kimberly and Salice 2013, Iverson et al. 2014, Boyd et al. 2015, Prop et al. 2015).
We also found that hens moved more during earlier compared to later stages of
incubation, potentially due to lower levels of PRL that naturally increase as incubation
proceeds into later stages, resulting in an increasing attachment to the eggs (Tartu et al.
2016). Therefore, birds beginning incubation would be at more of an elevated predation
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risk due to increased movement during early incubation. In a warm year when lowerbody condition females have a greater probability of initiating breeding in this colony
(Love et al. 2010), greater movement during early incubation could result in increased
risk for termination of the nest, thus a loss in energy and resources for females that have
been lost to a wasted breeding attempt. As such, it is important to examine the full suite
of benefits and costs that climate change may generate for eiders, including the combined
implications of elevated temperature, lower wind and higher THg which has the potential
to reduce the benefits of earlier laying and increased breeding propensity in warmer
springs.
Implications for the relationship between environmental conditions and incubation
duration
We found that earlier-laying females, or those exposed to higher air temperatures during
incubation, had a shorter incubation duration (i.e., a greater chance of nest failure),
potentially in part due to increased movement on the nest as suggested by our previous
results on incubation behaviour. As discussed previously, higher movement rates on the
nest, potentially as a result of direct exposure to higher temperatures during incubation,
may leave females at increased risk of predator detection, which could lead to earlier than
expected nest failures. With a significant increase of nest predation pressure on Mitivik
from polar bears (resulting from downstream impacts of reduced sea ice causing less seal
hunting opportunities; Iverson et al. 2014), impacts on incubation behaviour could be
especially important for late laying individuals and even those early laying individuals in
later stages.
There are a number of potential outcomes of the relationships between
temperature, lay date and incubation duration. Firstly, hens with a shorter incubation
duration should expend fewer resources before they are predated which, if that were the
ultimate outcome of the nest, would save them from expending further stored resources
through continued incubation investment. Therefore, early predated hens would have
higher body condition after nest termination as opposed to individuals predated later on,
potentially giving them greater chance of reproducing in a following year. However, if
nest success is a possibility, earlier laying hens have the greatest chance of successfully
hatching as they had the longest incubation compared to late laying hens. Other factors
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that may contribute to nest success include nest site choice (i.e., shelter surrounding the
nest, proximity to other nests; Høyvik Hilde et al. 2016), hen behaviour in response to
predator detection (Smith et al. 2012), as well as hen PRL levels during incubation (Tartu
et al. 2016). Future investigation into the multiple stressor effects on seabird incubation
would benefit from analysis of these potential contributing factors, increasing our
understanding of how Arctic seabirds may respond to further extreme changes in the
north due to concurrent climate changes and environmental contamination.
Conclusion
Arctic seabird colonies are being exposed to more extreme, warming conditions, as well
as higher contaminant levels in certain areas (Muir et al. 1999, Noyes et al. 2009, Mallory
and Braune 2012, Kimberly and Salice 2013, Boyd et al. 2015, de la Vega et al. 2019).
For the first time, our study found that elevated temperature exposure during incubation
leads to increased movements on the nest and decreased incubation duration, thus
lowered chance of nest success. In addition, temperature and mercury exposure combined
as a multiple stressor system may also increase hen movements, all of which may
increase the risk of predator detection. Ongoing and new questions our work has
generated include whether shifting lay dates, in light of increasingly warm spring and
summer conditions in the Arctic, along with the impacts of temperature and wind on lay
as determined in this study are leading to further implications in nest success.
Additionally, assessing whether increased movements and altered hen behaviour, with
increased temperature and contaminant exposure, lead to higher predation risk, especially
in the Arctic where polar bear predation pressure is becoming more apparent with
continually dramatic reductions in sea ice pushing bears onto land earlier. Taken together,
the cumulative effects of multiple stressor exposure are an increasingly important
research avenue due to the potential implications on reproductive success and, in the
long-term offspring recruitment and colony subsistence.
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Tables and Figures
Table 3.1. Sample size of common eider nests at Mitivik in 2018 and 2019 through early
(days 4-7), mid (days 12-15) and late incubation (days 18-24), average lay dates (±
standard deviation), the mean air temperature and wind speed over the 5 days before the
rapid follicle growth (RFG) period, the mean incubation duration, as well as the mean
number of eider movements on the nest over a 24-hour period.
2018

2019

Early Incubation (n)

26

23

Mid Incubation (n)

10

26

Late Incubation (n)

0

10

June 26th ± 3

June 18th ± 3

Mean Temperature (°C)

3.19 ± 1.22

2.28 ± 0.52

Mean Wind (km/hr)

16.50 ± 3.81

19.78 ± 4.38

Incubation Duration (days)

10 ± 4 days

18 ± 5 days

26 ± 6

24 ± 5

Mean Lay Date

# Movements
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Table 3.2. Total mercury content (in µg/g dry weight) of 121 first-laid common eider
eggs at Mitivik, Nunavut, Canada across four consecutive years including 2016 (n=13),
2017 (n=12), 2018 (n=46) and 2019 (n=50). The latter two years were used in the current
study. Table includes the yolk, albumen, and total egg values (yolk*0.5+albumen*0.5;
Swennen and Van der Meer 1995).
Mean

Standard Deviation

Range

2016
Yolk

0.063

0.021

0.040 - 0.105

Albumen

2.494

0.860

1.296 – 4.107

Total Egg

1.279

0.437

0.677 – 2.106

Yolk

0.084

0.020

0.048 – 0.116

Albumen

2.859

1.209

1.244 – 5.362

Total Egg

1.472

0.609

0.646 – 2.720

Yolk

0.071

0.023

0.023 – 0.141

Albumen

2.084

0.803

0.879 – 4.290

Total Egg

1.077

0.405

0.465 – 2.187

Yolk

0.066

0.030

0.022 – 0.191

Albumen

2.001

0.748

0.604 – 0.406

Total Egg

1.034

0.382

0.313 – 2.124

Yolk

0.069

0.026

0.022 – 0.191

Albumen

2.171

0.867

0.604 – 5.362

Total Egg

1.120

0.440

0.313 – 2.720

2017

2018

2019

All Years
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Table 3.3. Results for four models including a GLM with lay date as the dependent
variable, two GLMMs with hen movements as the dependent variable, and a Poisson
GLMM with incubation duration as the dependent variable. Models used data collected in
2018 and 2019 from 61 incubating common eider nests at Mitivik, Nunavut, Canada.
Lay Date
Variable
Intercept
Year
Temperature
Wind
THg
Temp:Wind
Temp:THg
Wind:THg
Temp:Wind:THg

Stage
Section
Variable
Intercept
Stage: Mid
Stage: Late
Section 2
Section 3
Section 4
Intercept
Temperature
Wind
THg
Section
Temp:Wind
Temp:THg
Wind:THg
Temp:Wind:THg
Variable
Intercept
Temperature
Wind
logTHg
Lay Date

Estimate (β)
<0.001
-3.545
3.778
-0.620
-0.003
1.572
-0.181
-0.022
-0.339

-

SE
0.076
0.375
0.199
0.156
0.146
0.153
0.199
0.178
0.204

Movements
Chisq
6.172
10.318

Estimate (β)

SE

2.486
0.041
-0.075
0.033
-0.106
0.056
0.025
0.037
0.066
0.037
-0.049
0.037
2.484
0.058
0.059
0.045
-0.057
0.019
< 0.001
0.033
-0.021
0.013
-0.009
0.014
-0.026
0.013
-0.012
0.020
0.021
0.015
Incubation Duration
Estimate (β)
SE
8.103
0.634
-0.057
0.018
-0.013
0.008
-0.075
0.087
-0.050
0.007
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t
9.589
-9.464
18.986
-3.974
-0.023
10.246
-0.908
-0.122
-1.665

p-value
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.982
<0.001
0.37
0.903
0.102

df
2
3

p-value
0.046
0.016

t

p-value

60.583
-2.237
-1.903
0.696
1.789
-1.342
42.498
4.078
-3.087
0.018
-1.632
-0.634
-1.947
-0.578
1.449

<0.001
0.026
0.058
0.487
0.074
0.180
<0.001
<0.001
0.002
0.986
0.103
0.526
0.052
0.564
0.148

z
12.775
-3.107
-1.647
-0.861
-6.697

p-value
<0.001
0.001
0.010
0.389
<0.001

Figure 3.1. General experimental setup of the nest monitoring equipment deployed on 84
individual common eider nests at Mitivik, Nunavut, Canada to obtain egg mercury data
(yellow), as well as weather (blue) and behaviour (orange) data throughout the incubation
period.
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Figure 3.2. Spatial spread of common eider nests at Mitivik, Nunavut, Canada with nest
monitoring equipment deployed for this study (n=31; 2018, n=30; 2019).
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Figure 3.3. Interactive relationship between air temperature (°C) and wind speed (km/hr)
(both measured over the 5 days prior to the rapid follicle growth (RFG) period) on
common eider laying dates in 2018 and 2019 at Mitivik, Nunavut, Canada.
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Figure 3.4. Variation in air temperature throughout 24 hours at six randomly chosen
common eider nests monitored at Mitivik, Nunavut, Canada on July 11th, 2019. Four
sections of the day were examined, based on coldest (0:00-5:59), warming (6:00-11:59),
hottest (12:00-17:59), and cooling (18:00-23:59) periods of the day.
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Figure 3.5. Variation in air temperature (A) and wind speed (B) over 95 days at the nests
of 61 incubating common eiders monitored at Mitivik, Nunavut, Canada during July in
2018 and 2019. Air temperature and wind speed were measured throughout the 24-hour
period within four sections: 1 (0:00-5:59), 2 (6:00-11:59), 3 (12:00-17:59), and 4 (18:0023:59). Lines represent the median, and whiskers represent the standard error.
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Figure 3.6. Relationships between combined nest air temperature exposure (°C) and total
first-laid egg THg (µg/g dry weight) on the number of on-nest movements a female
common eider made in 24 hours in July 2018 and 2019 at 61 eider nests located at
Mitivik, Nunavut, Canada.
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Figure 3.7. Relationship between average air temperature in the last stage of incubation
(A), as well as individual lay date (B) by incubation duration and nest termination from
61 common eider nests at Mitivik, Nunavut, Canada during July in 2018 and 2019. Both
are separated by year nest was sampled.
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CHAPTER 4
General Discussion
Cumulative multiple stressor exposure in a changing Arctic
Arctic ecosystems are rapidly and dramatically changing, with wildlife facing multiple
stressors at a continuing, cumulative temporal scale, leading to potentially detrimental
impacts on organisms (Crain et al. 2008, Noyes et al. 2009, Kimberly and Salice 2013,
Boyd et al. 2015, Bårdsen et al. 2018). Further, Arctic regions are not uniformly exposed
to the same severity of changing conditions and contamination; thus, organisms are
spatially variant in exposure to these stressors (Muir et al. 1999, Mallory and Braune
2012, Swart et al. 2015, de la Vega et al. 2019). Research to date on the environmental
stressors facing Arctic seabirds has traditionally focused on comparatively smaller spatial
scales and single stressor scenarios due to the logistical complexities of researching these
highly mobile organisms which often breed and overwinter in remote areas (Gaston et al.
2012, Mallory et al. 2018). However, cumulative, multiple stressors are increasingly
being recognized as an area for important and relevant research due to the reality of
organisms experiencing not just one stressor, but many concurrently (Jenssen 2006,
Andersen et al. 2017, Bårdsen et al. 2018). Additionally, examining large spatial scales
allows for study of how different climate change extremes and environmental conditions
are expected to influence individuals, colonies and populations in various regions,
allowing for predictions of how colonies or populations less affected may respond to
increased change that is seen in other areas (Albert et al. 2020, Renedo et al. 2020). As
such, examination into the cumulative, multiple long-term risks facing organisms and
species is important for helping to quantify how temporal shifts in environmental
conditions and contaminants may contribute to ongoing declines (Wiese et al. 2004,
Schindler and Smol 2006, Moody et al. 2012, Adlard et al. 2018).
In this thesis, I aimed to investigate the cumulative and multiple effects of varying
environmental conditions, foraging decisions, contaminant burdens, migratory behaviour,
and phenology in an Arctic breeding seabird facing rapid environmental change. The
overall objectives of my thesis were to: 1) Quantify the multidimensional niche metrics
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of common eider colonies, which ultimately allowed us to make inferences on colony and
individual foraging decisions and resulting mercury contamination at a large spatial scale,
and 2) Determine the interactive effects of changing environmental conditions and
mercury contamination on eider laying phenology, incubation behaviour and duration,
allowing us to make predictions on predation risk and likelihood of breeding success.
Combined together, this thesis furthers our knowledge of how human-induced
environmental changes are impacting Arctic seabird contaminant exposure at an intercolony and inter-individual scale, and the potential implications on reproductive
phenology, behaviour and success when combined with climate change.
Foraging decisions, spatio-temporal prey variation and mercury contamination
Environmental conditions are dramatically and rapidly changing in the Arctic,
influencing how wildlife forage and utilize resources (Stempniewicz et al. 2007,
Karnovski et al. 2010, Grémillet et al. 2015). In particular, sea ice loss is rapidly
occurring throughout the Arctic due to increasing climate change intensity in the North,
termed Arctic amplification (Serreze and Barry 2011, Cohen et al. 2014). Thus, continued
inter-annual sampling on the effects of changing sea ice dynamics on primary production,
in combination with food web interactions in the Arctic, will be key to predicting
environmentally sensitive areas and species of future concern due to prey source
alterations (Amélineau et al. 2016, Blais et al. 2017, Burnham et al. 2018). Our results
offer an inter-colony perspective into how sea ice presence is related to trophic
positioning and mercury exposure. In chapter 2, we found that sea ice presence or
absence was correlated with differences in individual mercury and d15N, indicating that
when sea ice is present, individual eiders forage at higher trophic levels and have
elevated blood mercury levels. Higher trophic levels along with sea ice presence may
represent eiders having access to higher trophic level prey under these conditions (i.e.,
amphipods vs bivalves) due to sea ice preventing access to benthic regions, instead
utilizing foraging areas further offshore/pelagic (Hobson and Welch 1992).
Correspondingly, elevated mercury with sea ice present is likely due to the higher trophic
position of individual eiders via the process of food web biomagnification (Atwell et al.
1998, Evers et al. 2005). However, regional differences in sea ice dynamics and the
resulting influence on prey availability requires further research to identify fine-scale
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linkages of sea ice dynamics and isotopic patterns at a varying spatio-temporal scale.
Research using higher resolution ice characteristics such as thickness, area, or volume
would provide further knowledge into how ice presence may affect seabird food
availability, trophic positioning and mercury exposure. Further, we were unable to
establish stage or days into incubation for our study, thus unable to examine whether
d15N and mercury levels were inflated at inter-colony and individual scales. Both
mercury and d15N have demonstrated continuing inflation in the blood as incubation and
fasting progresses (Hobson et al. 1993, Wayland et al. 2005). Thus, taking into account
incubation stage would have allowed us to control for this effect and would be important
in future analyses.
In our study, common eider colonies across the Arctic varied in inter-colony niche
size as determined by mercury, d13C and d15N. Further, variation in individual mercury
contamination could be explained by higher trophic level foraging, as well as utilizing
prey sourced from depleted 13C sources (phytoplankton based). Some variation between
colonies was apparent, with two colonies (Christiansø and Kongsfjorden) showing
elevated mercury with higher d13C foraging (ice algae based). This spatial heterogeneity
of isotopic conditions and prey availability showcases the need for further baseline
monitoring of primary producers (i.e., sea ice algae vs phytoplankton) and seabird prey
items (Wiley et al. 2017, Albert et al. 2020, Renedo et al. 2020). Enhanced inter-annual
baseline monitoring would help establish the foundation of yearly isotopic and mercury
variation available in the environment, allowing for further comparison to higher trophic
levels (Fort et al. 2016, Mallory and Braune 2012). Identification of locales and colony
characteristics most at risk of declines by measuring metrics of individual and colonylevel performance (e.g., breeding success, colony size, recruitment) given the range of
individual flexibility and available niche space, would provide important context to future
niche analyses. Further, increasing collaborative research efforts, focused on inter-annual
monitoring of baseline isotope and mercury conditions, along with sentinel species such
as seabirds and other higher trophic level marine organisms, would allow for a more
holistic look into how climate change is influencing temporal variation in food web and
foraging dynamics, along with prey selection and resource utilization (Moody et al. 2012,
Albert et al. 2020, Renedo et al. 2020). This information will give a more comprehensive
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look into the cumulative impacts of environmental conditions and food web alterations,
implications on individual and colony contaminant exposure risk, as well as the effects on
reproductive success and survival in Arctic wildlife (Baird 1990, Fort et al. 2016,
Ramírez et al. 2017).
In our study, colonies showed inter-colony niche variation by migratory status.
Further, migratory status varied by isotopic niche and mercury dynamics and, as such,
warrants inclusion in future analyses. Migratory status of a colony was correlated with
differences in d15N and mercury ranges, indicating that migratory colonies are utilizing
higher trophic level prey and have smaller mercury ranges (i.e., less distance between the
minimal and maximum individual mercury values) than our two resident colonies
(Iceland and Faroe Islands). Migratory colonies have large energetic expenditures and
temporal constraints due to the resources required for migration (Hennin et al. 2016,
Descamps et al. 2019, Pelletier et al. 2020); however, resident colonies must also
potentially endure Arctic conditions throughout the year as opposed to migrating to more
energetically manageable conditions (Fort et al. 2013). Thus, migratory colonies may
utilize higher trophic level prey due to their more mobile nature which, for eiders, would
be amphipods (Sénéchal et al. 2011). However, further research is needed to come to any
conclusions for the eider colonies studied here. Further, the larger range in mercury
values seen in resident colonies may be due to heterogeneous exposure to mercury
sources in the area, giving individuals a range of exposure. The two resident colonies,
Iceland and Faroe Islands, are located in an area of Arctic and Atlantic waters mixing via
ocean currents, thus may provide a non-uniform source of mercury contamination
(Vincent 2010, Kristjánsson et al. 2013, McMullin et al. 2017, Casanova-Masjoan et al.
2020). Migratory distance may also be a factor in niche size due to varying
environmental exposure with short and longer migrations, however, was unable to be
researched in the current study. Further, in colonies that have multiple overwintering
locations such as Mitivik, incorporation of established techniques such as claw isotope
sampling can allow for comparison of overwintering contaminant accumulation in
multiple locations (Steenweg et al. 2017). Therefore, incorporation of migratory
characteristics is an important factor in future niche analyses on seabird colonies.
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Beyond the current questions we have posed, results from this chapter and its
overall design could also be useful when designing and conducting future studies focused
on examining the biological effects of mercury exposure on individuals and the colonies
they ultimately support. For example, as an endocrine-disrupter, mercury has been shown
to reduce key reproductive hormones such as luteinizing hormone (LH) and prolactin
(PRL) in seabirds (Tartu et al. 2013, 2014, 2016). Reductions in the likelihood to breed
(LH) and attachment of parents to their nests (PRL) may therefore have detrimental
effects on the parameters that ensure population recruitment and success (Tartu et al.
2013, 2014, 2016). However, the link between foraging decisions, mercury
contamination and hormonal endpoints has not been explored to date in seabird
populations. Thus, future studies would benefit from taking an inter-colony and interindividual collaborative approach to examine how environmental change is influencing
reproductive outputs of seabirds at a large, differentially affected pan-Arctic scale.
Multiple stressors alter incubation phenology and behaviour
While in Chapter 2 we explored variation in isotopic niche and mercury exposure at an
inter-colony and inter-individual scale, Chapter 3 took a finer-scale approach to the
impacts of anthropogenic effects by examining the relationship between multiple
stressors currently facing breeding seabirds and incubation phenology and behaviour. We
determined that exposure to unfavourable environmental conditions was correlated with
alterations in laying phenology as well as incubation behaviour and duration, allowing us
to make inferences on potential for overall incubation success. In particular, our study
showed that elevated air temperatures appear to negatively impact female incubation
duration, and in-combination with mercury exposure, may also further affect incubation
behaviour. However, future investigations would potentially benefit from obtaining blood
samples from incubating eiders to determine the levels of mercury circulating during their
incubating fast, thus offer a finer-scale mercury measurement to compare to incubation
behaviour. The results of this multi-stressor study are broadly relevant given that
exposure to extreme climate shifts is becoming increasingly apparent in the North and, in
certain areas of the Arctic, contaminant exposure is worsening (Braune et al. 2005,
Braune 2007, Kirk et al. 2012, Renedo et al. 2020). Other examples of human-caused
stressors that are amplifying and affecting seabirds includes artificial light (Montevecchi
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2006, Rodríguez et al. 2017), pressure from fishing, shipping, and tourism vessels (Tuck
et al. 2003, Cook et al. 2014), and the effects of plastic pollution (Wilcox et al. 2015,
Baak et al. 2020). Although our design focused on key current stressors due to the effects
of human-induced changes and how they are linked to a key avian reproductive stage, the
results provide important insights for examining seabird exposure to multiple stressors
that may exacerbate effects in Arctic ecosystems.
Mechanistically, there are many further pathways that can be directly impacted by
mercury exposure, resulting in indirect effects on incubation phenology and behaviour.
For example, links between elevated mercury and reductions in LH have been established
in previous research (Tartu et al. 2013, 2014), as well as the advancement effect of higher
temperature exposure on avian lay dates (Visser et al. 2009, Love et al. 2010). Our study
examine the mercury levels of females that forwent the decision to breed, thus could only
investigate the relationship between mercury in a multiple stressor system within
breeding females. However, the potential influences of this combined system of mercury
and environmental conditions on LH secretion and decision to breed have not been
examined to date and may potentially amplify the effect on breeding decisions in coldadapted Arctic seabirds. Further, the combined stressor system of contaminants and
environmental conditions has not yet been examined in relation to PRL secretion,
although preliminary connections between mercury, PRL levels and incubation behaviour
have been established (Tartu et al. 2016). In our study on common eiders, we used
mercury levels measured from the first-laid egg as a proxy for an incubating hen’s
relative mercury burden. Future studies could benefit from additionally obtaining blood
samples during an eider’s fasting incubation eiders, in particular during late stages to
examine the dynamics of mercury mobilization from protein sources, since mercury has
been shown to increase as a hen goes further into her incubation fast (Wayland et al.
2005). Sampling at various intervals during incubation would then also allow for an
examination of how mercury dynamics influence PRL levels, and therefore potentially
behaviour, as incubation progresses. Overall, the mechanistic link between this stressor
system and the effects on behaviour determined in our study are important to increase our
understanding of how human influences may be altering avian reproductive behaviour at
a mechanistic, hormonal level.
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The work in this chapter has also highlighted possible wider implications for
responses to predators. In the Arctic, there have been increasing reports of higher
predation risks within seabird colonies in recent years, in particular due to higher
instances of polar bear (Ursus maritimus) predation pressure (Smith et al. 2010, Iverson
et al. 2014, Prop et al. 2015). Increased predation pressure poses a risk to both decisions
to breed (Öst et al. 2018), as well as nest predation risk during incubation (Prop et al.
2015). For individuals making the investment to initiate breeding, increased predation
pressure during incubation risks successful hatching and fledgling of offspring
(Reneerkens et al. 2016, Scopel and Diamond 2018). While it has been observed that
common eider colonies as a whole have reductions in the decision to breed with
heightened predation pressures, individual variation exists (Öst et al. 2018) and presents
as an avenue for future research into the potential interaction between predation pressure,
contamination and environmental conditions as a multiple stressor system influencing
decision to breed. Further, the potential implications of altered incubation behaviour due
to elevated contamination and environmental conditions, and the resulting effect on
predation risk, have not been examined to date. In our study, incubating female common
eiders exposed to elevated temperatures and lower winds moved more on their nest, while
higher temperatures correlated with a shorter incubation duration. Further, the
combination of high temperature and mercury contamination resulted in biologically
relevant results showing hens moved more on their nest. Thus, indirectly, exposure to
high temperatures, potentially in addition to mercury exposure, led to a decreased
likelihood of incubation success, potentially due to higher movements increasing predator
detection as seen in other studies (Smith et al. 2012). Within the Mitivik eider colony,
preliminary investigations suggest that the success of nest-predating bears are partially
due to the behavioural responses of incubating females (Barnas, Geldart and Semeniuk,
unpubl. data). As such, while the connection between multiple stressors, incubation
behaviour and predation risk has not been made in any studies, it represents an important
avenue for future investigation given our findings here and the increasing environmental
and predation pressures seabirds are concurrently facing (Noyes et al. 2009, Smith et al.
2010, Kimberly and Salice 2013, Iverson et al. 2014, Boyd et al. 2015, Prop et al. 2015).
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While mercury remains a priority for contaminants research in the Arctic
(Provencher et al. 2014, Adlard et al. 2018, Gundersen et al. 2020), there are many other
human-sourced, endocrine-disrupting contaminants that show elevation in Arctic wildlife
and are a cause for concern and therefore continued future monitoring (Muir et al. 1999,
Fisk et al. 2009). Persistent organic pollutants (POPs) pose a risk to Arctic-breeding birds
as they are both long-lasting in the environment (Jones and De Voogt 1999) and possess
endocrine-disrupting properties that influence various aspects of downstream mechanistic
functioning due to reduction in hormone secretion (Tanabe 2002, Giesy et al. 2003,
Goutte et al. 2014). In particular, POPs such as organochlorines (OC), which have
generally shown declines in Arctic seabirds in recent years, have still been highlighted as
a cause for continued monitoring due to climate change altering distributions and
concentrations of legacy contaminants that have a long lifespan in the environment
(Braune et al. 2019, Foster et al. 2019, Rigét et al. 2019). This increases the potential for
individuals to accumulate certain types of OCs such as legacy DDE
(dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene) and hexachlorobenzene (Foster et al. 2019), with
variation in OC levels seen through differing life history stages (Olafsdottir et al. 1998,
Bustnes et al. 2016). For example, OCs have been linked to elevated stress hormones
(corticosterone; CORT, Tartu et al. 2015), delayed hatch dates with poorer quality
offspring (Bustnes et al. 2007), and in eiders have been shown to elevate in the blood
during their incubation fasting period (Olafsdottir et al. 1998, Bustnes et al. 2010). Thus,
the potential for OCs to impact eider incubation behaviour and ultimately breeding
success, especially with the added effects of environmental stressors, is an important
consideration for future research. Other contaminants of concern within seabirds include
plastic pollution, as ingested plastics have been shown to potentially behave as a vector
for increased contaminant burdens; however, this connection is still under investigation
(Brennecke et al. 2016, Provencher et al. 2018, Caruso 2019).
Future directions and overall conclusions
Findings of our research present important avenues for future studies that will hopefully
enhance our knowledge of how cumulative, multiple anthropogenic effects are altering
ecosystems and wildlife. In particular, working with international partners to monitor
changes in isotopic baselines at varying spatial and temporal scales is an important
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avenue for identifying how and why Arctic ecosystems are heterogeneously changing
with the effects of climate change (Moody et al. 2012, Gauthier et al. 2013).
Additionally, comparison with additional members of various increasing trophic levels,
such as fish, marine mammals and seabirds, in the form of marine community monitoring
would allow us to determine the direct and indirect connections between food web
members and those particularly at-risk (Darnis et al. 2012, Provencher et al. 2012, SaintBéat et al. 2018). Further, this type of all-inclusive monitoring would provide information
on the pathway of contaminants such as mercury throughout a food web, in particular to
identifying sources, areas of magnification, and potential species or individuals at risk of
increased contaminant accumulation (McKinney et al. 2012, Braune et al. 2014).
Identifying the sources and transport of contaminants through food webs at a
various spatio-temporal scale is important given the increasing effects of human-induced
change affecting the Arctic. Our work supports recent findings that investigating the
combined effects of these contaminants with other environmental stressors individuals
are exposed to is increasingly important. Cumulative, multiple stressors are a vital
research avenue to be able to accurately predict what may be in store for wildlife
populations and species at risk of extinction with further human influences (Jenssen
2006, Adlard et al. 2018, Bärdsen et al. 2018). Furthermore, examining how multiple
stressors not only contribute to enhanced nest predation risk and nest success, but also
inclusion of predation risk within a stressor system to examine the impacts on decision to
breed is an important research focus given reports of increasing polar bear predation in
the Arctic (Smith et al. 2010, Iverson et al. 2014, Prop et al. 2015). Extrapolation of this
study to other seabirds that forage at higher trophic levels than eiders, thus are at a greater
likelihood of higher mercury contamination, would enhance our knowledge of how
climate change and contaminants are simultaneously impacting incubation phenology,
behaviour and success in seabirds with different reproductive and foraging strategies
(Gaston et al. 2005, Verboven et al. 2009, Tartu et al. 2016). Conversely, when
examining the mechanistic effects of contaminants and temperature in connection with
predation risk and nest success, common eider present as an ideal study species due to
their relatively low, sub-lethal contaminant burdens, and female-only incubation period
during which they fast, are at the mercy of environmental conditions and release
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contaminants into their systems at increased rates (Wayland et al. 2005, Bustnes et al.
2010, McPartland et al. 2020). Further, the elevation of polar bear predation at longrunning eider research colonies such as East Bay Island (Mitivik), Nunavut, in addition to
existing predation via gulls (primarily herring (Larus smithsonianus) and glaucous gulls
(L. hyperboreus)) and Arctic fox (Vulpes lagopus), provides an ideal system for further
research on predation pressures (Iverson et al. 2014, Dey et al. 2017).
Overall, Arctic ecosystems are drastically changing at a rapid rate, with these
changes influencing every aspect of life in many cumulative and simultaneous ways
(Parmesan and Yohe 2003, Wang et al. 2018, Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2019). Wildlife are
increasingly exposed to many impactful stressors at a large spatio-temporal scale, and as
such our results show the importance of investigating the status and effects of ecosystem
change on wildlife in a cumulative, multiple stressor format (Adlard et al. 2018). Doing
so will allow us to see how stressors are connected and potentially amplify the effects on
wildlife, in particular those in decline. Of particular note, Inuit communities rely on the
stability of many wildlife species including seabirds for sustenance (Nakashima and
Murray 1988, Priest and Usher 2004), therefore studying the multiple ways that humaninduced changes simultaneously impact individual and population-wide reproduction and
survival are important to assist conservation efforts that may affect food stability in the
North.
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